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MITIGATING GLOBAL RISK

The words of W Somerset Maugham, ‘We live in
uncertain times’, seem particularly apt at the moment,
given the range of geopolitical events likely to affect
a global business world. As I write, the lead-up to the
Scottish independence vote is impacting on currency
values and pulling down stock prices in the UK. Across
the globe, multiple events in the Middle East, in Eastern
Europe, and in places like Venezuela mean that no CFO
of a global company can afford to ignore political risks.
Our cover photo shows Palestinians waiting to cross into Egypt at the Rafah
border crossing with the Gaza Strip earlier this year, one of the hotspots in the
Middle East. So how do CFOs head off the increasing range of geopolitical risks?
Our feature (page 16) offers tips and advice, the first being to watch out for
deteriorating standards of governance. Among the countries where governance
has worsened over the past decade, such as Venezuela, Egypt and Thailand, are
all countries that are now facing serious problems, comments one contributor.
And a cautionary tale is offered by the case of France’s largest bank, BNP Paribas,
which agreed to a record US$9bn settlement with US prosecutors over allegations
of breaking US sanctions against trade with Sudan, Iran and Cuba.
We also turn our attention to African stock exchanges and their vital role in
helping listed companies get to grips with reporting on environmental, social and
governance issues (page 38). An ACCA report identifies Nigeria, Ghana, Zimbabwe
and Mauritius as showing strong intent, in addition to the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange, which is already a beacon for sustainability reporting. Meanwhile,
Kenya is conducting a review of its corporate governance regime, which is likely
to recommend the adoption of sustainability reporting. The outcome for these
countries’ economies will be long-term benefits, founded on longer-term stability –
all to the good in such a volatile world.
Lesley Bolton, international editor, lesley.bolton@accaglobal.com
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news | pictures

▼ profitable play

Lego has overtaken Mattel to become the
world’s top toymaker. The Danish company has
seen its revenues quadruple in under a decade

▼ one for all

India’s prime minister Narendra Modi has
launched Jan Dhan Yojana, a landmark scheme
to provide every household with a bank account

▲ racing green

The first Formula E series kicked off in Beijing last month. The
electric-powered cars could transform the future of racing
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▼ free man

Jerome Kerviel, the French
rogue trader who brought
Société Générale to the verge
of collapse with US$6.5bn in
losses, has left prison

▲ tough times

The International Monetary Fund may downgrade
its world economic forecast for this year to just
over 3%, suggests IMF chief Christine Lagarde

◄ clock this

Apple’s chief executive
Tim Cook unveiled the
Apple Watch and iPhone
6s in September. The
‘smartwatch’ is Apple’s first
new product line since the
iPad, and will be available
from 2015

► back to business

Former mayor of New York Michael Bloomberg
is returning to head Bloomberg, the financial
data and media company he founded

Accounting and Business
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News round-up
IASB admits IFRS and US GAAP convergence project has stalled, US links US$37bn Africa
investment programme with governance, money launderers turn attention to renminbi
NO CONVERGENCE

The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB)
has accepted that full
standards convergence with
the US Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB)
may be unachievable. IASB
vice chair Ian Mackintosh
told a joint IFRS Foundation
and South African Institute
of Chartered Accountants
conference in Johannesburg
on International Financial
Reporting Standards that
the two boards had failed to
achieve convergence on key
items, including financial
instruments. ‘Our critics
have learned how to use
convergence to play the
boards off against each
other, and by doing so to
delay or derail much-needed
improvements to financial
reporting,’ he said. He
added that convergence was
not a substitute for global
standards anyway. ‘Small
differences in accounting
requirements can have a
substantial effect on reported
performance,’ he said.

US$37BN FOR AFRICA

US companies and civil
society organisations
have pledged US$37bn
of investment for Africa.
The aim is to link the
investment programme
to improved financial
reporting transparency by
governments and businesses
in Africa and to tackling
illicit transactions. President
Barack Obama said: ‘We
don’t look to Africa simply
for its natural resources.
We recognise Africa for its
greatest resource, which is
its people and its talents
and its potential. We don’t

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

▼ NORTHERN LITE

The relocation of Burger King HQ to Ontario
following its purchase of Canada-based
chain Tim Hortons has sparked controversy

BK SPARKS TAX DEBATE
Burger King has announced that it intends to take over Canadian fast-food rival Tim
Hortons in a US$11.4bn deal that would see its tax residency move to Canada. S&P
Capital IQ’s Global Markets Intelligence says that 35 US corporates have carried out
inversions in the last five years that reduce their US tax liabilities. The move has
led to a campaign by US senators calling for a consumer boycott of Burger King.
Warren Buffett, who is helping finance the deal, said that moving Burger King’s HQ
to Toronto was to satisfy Tim Hortons’ investors, not to avoid tax.

simply want to extract
minerals from the ground for
our growth. We want to build
partnerships that create jobs
and opportunity for all our
peoples, that unleash the
next era of African growth.’
See Comment, page 21.

CYBER INSTABILITY

The next major challenge
to global financial stability
will come from cyber
attacks against banks, the
International Organization of
Securities Commissions has

warned. IOSCO chairman
Greg Medcraft urged
companies and regulators to
be ‘proactive’ about ‘cyber
resilience’. The warning
came after it emerged that
the FBI is investigating a
raft of attacks on major US
banks – allegedly carried out
in Russia in retaliation for
US sanctions.

ANDERSEN REVIVAL

Alumni of Arthur Andersen
have resurrected the
Andersen name. US-based

international tax firm WTAS
– started 12 years ago by
23 former Arthur Andersen
partners – has rebranded as
Andersen Tax. The firm has
expanded rapidly in recent
years, opening offices across
the US and in nine locations
in Europe, including France,
the Netherlands, Russia
and Italy. ‘To further our
objectives, we needed to
develop a brand that we
could use and protect
globally,’ said Andersen Tax
CEO Mark L Vorsatz.

ROUND-UP | NEWS

CRIMINALS LOOK TO RMB
Money launderers are
shifting their focus to the
renminbi, consultancy
Anomaly42 has warned.
Freddie McMahon, director
of strategy and innovation at
Anomaly42, said: ‘Renminbi
money laundering could be
one of the major challenges
facing banks globally. In
fact, we’re potentially on
the cusp of a major shift
in the way international
money launderers operate.
The money laundering
crackdown on banks globally
being led by American
authorities is making the
dollar far less attractive
in the eyes of financial
crime networks.’
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TRENDS
URBAN HEAVEN

Melbourne tops the 2014 Economist Intelligence Unit’s most liveable city survey.
Based on 30 factors across five areas – stability, infrastructure, education,
healthcare and environment – the survey ranks Vienna second after the Australian
city. The cities that score best tend to be mid-sized and in wealthier countries with
a relatively low population. Global business centres are often victims of their own
success, according to the report, with the ‘big city buzz’ also linked to overstretched
infrastructure and higher crime rates.
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DIGI-PAY THE WAY

Integrating digital payment
systems into mainstream
economies in emerging and
developing nations could
boost economic growth
and individuals’ finances,
according to a World Bank
report. Digital payments
offer opportunities for
women to move into the
financial mainstream,
provide more traceable
systems for foreign workers
to send remittances
home, and improve access
to affordable financial
systems, according to the
report, The opportunities of
digitizing payments.

IPSAS KEY IN CRISIS

Argentina’s debt default
demonstrates that the
sovereign debt crisis is
not over and that the
adoption of International
Public Sector Accounting
Standards (IPSAS) is
essential in driving up the
quality of governments’
financial reporting, says
International Federation of
Accountants chief executive
Fayezul Choudhury. He
urged the G20 – of which
Argentina is a member –
to make enhanced public

sector financial reporting
and adoption of IPSAS a key
theme of its future work.

INDIA ETHICS ALERT

Only 13% of Indian
companies in an EY
survey complied with the
country’s Companies Act
2013 to support corporate
whistleblowing. And just
22% of companies that
had adopted whistleblowing
mechanisms in their
businesses regard them as
integral to their commercial

operations. Shashi Kant
Sharma, comptroller and
auditor general of India,
said: ‘India is a thriving
business destination and
there is a dire need for
the industry to shoulder
the responsibility for
corporate ethics.’ EY urged
Indian businesses to put
whistleblower protection
measures in place.

IR NETWORK SET UP

The International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC)
has launched a network
of businesses committed
to the adoption of
integrated reporting.
The network is open to
businesses anywhere in
the world and will enable
them to share their
experiences of IR adoption,
including emerging best
practice. Several of the
network members will be

participants in the threeyear, 25-country pilot
programme of IR adoption,
which ended in September.

PwC SUSPENDED

PwC’s regulatory advisory
services have been fined
US$25m and suspended for
24 months from consultancy
work at financial institutions
regulated by the New
York State Department of
Financial Services. The
penalties were imposed
over reporting violations in
work undertaken for Bank
of Tokyo Mitsubishi. Under
pressure from the bank,
PwC removed from a report
to regulators a warning
that the bank was falsifying
wire transfer data to hide
breaches of sanctions
related to Iran and Sudan,
the New York State agency
said when announcing
the suspension.

»
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Miles Everson, PwC US
advisory leader, said: ‘This
matter relates to a single
engagement completed
more than six years ago
in which PwC searched
for and identified relevant
transactions that were selfreported to regulators by
PwC’s client. PwC’s detailed
report also disclosed the
relevant facts that PwC
learned subsequent to its
search process.’

TOP PROFIT SECTOR

Accountancy is the most
profitable major business
sector in the US, according
to analysis by Sageworks. An
operating margin of 19.8%
for accounting services
is two percentage points
higher than that achieved by
law firms, the second most
lucrative sector. Oil and gas
extraction was third, with a
profit margin of 16.4%.

TRENDS
TECH M&AS SURGE

Q2 2014 saw a record-setting
volume of global technology
merger and acquisition
transactions, with deal
volumes rising by 57% year on
year, according to EY. Average
deal volume for 2013 was 678
per quarter, but so far in 2014
it has been 815.

Elżbieta Bieńkowska
is the European
Commission’s new internal
market commissioner,
with responsibility
for accountancy,
entrepreneurship and the
development of Europe’s
SMEs. She is a former
deputy prime minister
of Poland, its regional
development minister and
oversaw preparations for
EU membership. Frans
Timmermans becomes the
EC’s first vice president,
responsible for better
regulation. OLAF, Europe’s
anti-fraud office, becomes
a responsibility of the
new budget and human
relations commissioner and
vice president, Kristalina
Georgieva of Bulgaria.

HP TO SUE DELOITTE

EY IN LEHMAN CLEAR

Hewlett-Packard intends
to sue Deloitte UK over
its audits of Autonomy.
HP acquired Autonomy
in 2011 for US$11bn but

ACCOUNTING AND BUSINESS

Tokyo-based firm
Nihombashi Corporation
has joined Baker Tilly
International with immediate
effect, bringing with it 12
partners and 40 other
professionals. In Malaysia,
Chang & Associates has
joined the network to
become Baker Tilly CKF.
Two existing Baker Tilly
affiliates in the US – Baker
Tilly Virchow Krause and
ParenteBeard – are merging
from 1 October and will
trade as Baker Tilly. In
Canada, Baker Tilly member
firm Collins Barrow is
merging with Norgaard
Neale Camden.

CAPITAL AND SOCIAL
subsequently wrote down
its value by US$8.8bn. A US
court rejected a proposed
settlement between HP and
shareholders who sued the
company over the disastrous
acquisition. Under the
rejected deal, HP would have
worked with shareholders’
lawyers to sue former
Autonomy executives. HP
said: ‘We will continue to
work to have the derivative
actions settled or dismissed
and to hold the former
executives of Autonomy as
well as Autonomy’s auditor,
Deloitte UK, responsible
for the wrongdoing
that occurred.’
Deloitte did not respond
to a request for comment
but had previously told The
Guardian that any action was
‘without merit’ and that it
had not been instructed in
relation to due diligence on
the acquisition. Autonomy’s
former executives strongly
deny any wrongdoing.

EU CHANGES

BIGGER BAKER TILLY

An arbitration panel has
concluded there is no basis
for a malpractice claim
against EY in relation to its
audits of Lehman Brothers.

The panel concluded that
Lehman’s management
was responsible for
repo transactions that
manipulated its financial
reporting position. They found
that EY was partially aware
of the repo transactions,
but it was not clear that
its audit role required
them to review the relevant
management decisions.

PwC FACES $1BN CASE

PwC will have to face a
US$1bn lawsuit alleging it
provided bad advice to MF
Global, contributing to the
collapse of the brokerage
firm. The judge ruled there
was a ‘line of causation’
linking PwC’s advice to the
bankruptcy but dismissed
claims against PwC for
breach of contract and
unjust enrichment. PwC
said: ‘We are gratified
that the court granted in
part our motion. While we
respectfully disagree with
the decision not to dismiss
the case entirely, we look
forward to prevailing in the
next phase of the case.’ PwC
added that it had audited
MF Global in accordance
with accounting standards.

Africa could be on the
cusp of ‘Africapitalism’, a
development revolution in
which economic growth goes
alongside the foundation
of a fairer society, suggests
a paper from Sarah Ball,
a senior strategic social
investment adviser at
KPMG, and Ronak Gopaldas,
head of country risk at
Rand Merchant Bank in
South Africa. The term
describes new models of
philanthropic investment and
defines the social impact as
one of the key measures of
investment success.

SOFTWARE ALERT

Russia’s central bank has
warned the country’s banks
to end their dependence
on foreign software. The
central bank is concerned
that further rounds of
sanctions could lead to
the termination of existing
licence deals with US-based
software providers. However,
in many cases there are no
Russian software systems
that could replace those
supplied by providers such
as Microsoft and Oracle. ■
Compiled by Paul Gosling,
journalist
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travelling man

Microsoft Russia’s incoming CFO Jonny Backman has arrived with a suitcase full of skills,
but that doesn’t stop him from relying on and actively cultivating local skills and talent

I
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july 2014

Appointed CFO at Microsoft
Russia, based in Moscow.

2010-2014

cv

n his 12 years with Microsoft, Jonny Backman has
thrived on moving to various company offices around
the globe. Now he plans to use the diverse skills
gathered in these travels to succeed in his newest
and most challenging role thus far, as chief financial
officer of Microsoft’s subsidiary in Russia.
American-born and raised, Backman has spent a
significant part of his career working abroad. He has
undertaken several moves working at Microsoft – an
approach that has eventually propelled him to the position
of CFO of Microsoft Russia, a growing subsidiary with more
than 1,000 employees.
Backman started working for Microsoft in the
communications sector of its corporate headquarters in
Redmond, Washington State in 2002. A year later he moved
to its Latin America headquarters in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, from where he travelled around South America to
know its different markets.
Next was a move to Puerto Rico, where Backman
gained experience supervising Microsoft’s operations in
13 countries across Central America and the Caribbean.
For experience in a mature market, Backman spent four
years in Microsoft Germany. And in his most recent move,
he will gain skills in a BRIC (Brazil, Russia, India and China)
country, having moved to Moscow with his family, including
three children.
‘It would have been very difficult for me to have this
opportunity if I had stayed in corporate headquarters my
entire career,’ Backman says. ‘Moving to other locations and
having experiences there have helped prepare me for the
challenges here.’
Backman advises financial professionals in major groups
to travel and serve in their company’s offices abroad to gain
new skills, helping them prepare for future bigger roles.
‘I don’t think that a specific market makes the biggest
difference. It’s the role that you have in the market,’
Backman says. ‘Of course, if you were in any of the BRIC
countries, it’s going to help to go to the other ones, but I’ve
also found in my career that often if you’ve already done
something, they don’t want you to do the same thing again
somewhere else. It’s more of: “Great. You’ve done that. Let’s
see if you can get another skillset that will help you beyond
that current role.”’
In Russia, he will have to deal with demands associated
with working in an emerging economy. ‘The market changes

Financial planning and analysis director at
Microsoft Germany in Munich.

2007-2010

Finance director for multi-country Americas
subsidiary in Microsoft’s Puerto Rico office.

2003-2007

Latin America area business controller,
Microsoft, Fort Lauderdale, US.

2002-2003

Started working at Microsoft as a
communications sector controller at the
company headquarters in Redmond, US,
and acting as a business partner for the
communications sector in the US, Canada
and Latin America.

1999-2002

Forex portfolio manager at NCR Corporation.

so quickly here relative to what I experienced in the US,’
Backman says. ‘It’s going to be similar to what I saw in Latin
America, where the booms and the busts seem to come
faster and stronger. There are just more highs and lows.
‘When there are political events, they seem to affect
things pretty quickly and, at the same time, when the
economy starts doing well, you start seeing significant
growth, significantly more than what you see in mature
markets,’ he adds.

Exciting flux
As a result, Microsoft Russia’s finance strategy focuses
on short-term planning. Analysts budget out a year and
then focus on the current quarter, even doing weekly
forecasts to track milestones. Backman comments that
such flux is exciting: ‘From a professional standpoint,

»
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‘Don’t hesitate to work in
Russia even if you do not speak
the language. Many multinational
companies will use English in the
office. Plus, there is no better place to
learn a new language than on location.’

Microsoft is a world leader in the
IT market, offering corporate and
individual customers a range of
devices, services and software. It
operates in more than 190 countries
and has been in Russia since 1992.
Microsoft Russia has offices in 34
cities, with headquarters in Moscow
and regional centres in five other
locations. It employs more than 1,000
people and partners with more than
10,000 Russian companies.
Microsoft Office and Xbox are the most
popular products in Russia. Other
products on the market include network
operating systems, devices, server
applications and cloud solutions.
Some products can assist in improving
financial reporting, such as the widely
used Excel, the SQL Server to help with
big data processing, and Power View to
allow better data visualisation.

I wasn’t hesitant at all. In fact, it makes it more exciting
because you know you’re going to be part of trying to
find solutions,’ he says.
Backman expects more opportunities to emerge in the
Russian IT market, and not just for multinational giants
like Microsoft. ‘It’s an exciting place to be,’ he says. ‘The
investment that’s already been made, particularly in larger
businesses, is extremely good. But I think that there’s
an opportunity to do significantly more with mid-sized
companies as well as consumer relations.’

Cloud interest
He has noticed that Russian consumers are showing great
appetite for cloud services, bigger data and smarter
devices. And despite the strength of the state sector and
major energy corporations in Russia, there is a thriving
entrepreneurial sector, with potential for companies to
carry out successful mergers and acquisitions.
Microsoft is already hunting for good talent locally,
including through its Imagine Cup, an annual student
technology competition. Several Imagine Cup winners
have come from Russia, and the enthusiasm in the country
for this contest surpasses what Backman has seen
elsewhere, he claims.
Russian adult programme developers and other
professionals are also on the company’s radar. Microsoft
set up a research and development centre in Moscow
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‘Be sensitive to cultural differences and
traditions. Moscow has a unique office
dynamic – workers come in later and
stay later to avoid traffic jams. Social
interaction is also an important part
of office life with workers boisterously
celebrating each others’ birthdays.’
‘Learn from others instead of saying
that your way is always right. Ask for
feedback from your team.’
‘Make sure that your work package
makes sense before coming to Moscow.
The Russian capital is one of the most
expensive cities in the world and you
need to check that you and your family
are comfortable upon arrival so that
you can focus on your job.’
‘Travel as much as possible to serve
in your company’s worldwide offices.
Having experiences outside your home
country gives you new skills and helps
to prepare you for bigger roles.’
‘Seek out mentors and mentor others.’
‘If local experts leave your team, hire
people who do not have the same
skillset as you, or people who are savvy
about local legislation and compliance.’

in October 2013 to benefit from local skills. There are
200 people working in the centre, and the company’s
corporate headquarters has already allocated US$1m
for its work.
Getting skilled locals on board is part of Backman’s
broader strategy for succeeding in an unfamiliar market.
It is the first time that he is working in a country where
he does not speak the local language, but he has not
felt this to be a limiting factor since the Russians on
his 25-member team speak English fluently. It is the
quality of the Russian staff – including their language
proficiency – that has impressed Backman the most
since coming to the country.

interview | Focus
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▌▌▌’You meet people who are dedicated
and know their stuff – the knowledge and
skillset people have is extremely strong’
‘Workwise, you meet people who are extremely dedicated
and really know their stuff,’ Backman says. ‘Just the
knowledge and the skillset people have is extremely strong.’
Backman is relying on his team of local experts for their
knowledge of the nuances of Russia’s paperwork and recordkeeping requirements. He practised the same approach of
relying on local experts during his time in Germany. ‘It’s an
area that you need to staff correctly,’ he says. ‘[It’s] less
that I become an expert on these things – instead I make
sure that I really trust that the people who are our experts
are doing the right things.’

Staff retention
The importance of local experts has made Backman
particularly intent on retaining the best people at Microsoft.
He says that this can be done by showing employees that
upper management is taking note of their efforts and that
their career aspirations are being fulfilled.

Microsoft is looking to have more
locals in management positions at
its regional headquarters, whereas in
emerging markets it has previously
relied mostly on foreign experts. ‘It’s
our long-term goal that my successor,
the finance lead of Microsoft Russia,
can be a Russian,’ Backman says. ‘There are a lot of positive
things that we can bring as foreign nationals, but we also
think there’s lots we don’t have that a local would provide.’
As good as his current team is, Backman also hopes
to make it even better during his time as CFO. He recently
went to a training session where a Formula One participant
spoke about a pit crew that beat the world record and
achieved a three-second pit stop. This feat was a sensation,
but a year later the same crew managed to shave off
another second on the stopwatch.
‘That’s kind of where I hope to take my team,’ Backman
says. ‘I would really like to see how we can take this highperforming team from a three-second pit stop, a world record,
and shock the world and bring that down even more. That’s
my goal and vision, to take a high-performance team that’s
already surprising people and make them even better.’ ■

Lena Smirnova, journalist based in Moscow
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risky business

CFOs doing business in emerging markets need to be aware of the increasing range
of geopolitical risks and the ways that they can head these off – including relocation

N

o CFO of a global company can afford to ignore
political risks. Turbulence in emerging markets
can derail even the best-laid business plans.
Popular protests can disrupt supply chains,
currency controls can make it hard to bring profits home
and economic sanctions can cut off established business
partners. Such dangers have recently been brought home
by the diplomatic tensions following Russia’s annexation of
Crimea, a military coup in Thailand, simmering tensions in
Egypt, fighting between Israel and Hamas, and the downing
of Malaysia Airlines flight MH17. So how can CFOs stay
ahead of the game?
The first tip is to be alert for deteriorating standards
of governance. ‘The World Bank data on the quality
of government institutions has proved a remarkably
good predictor of where problems are likely to

emerge,’ says Mark Williams, chief Asia economist at
consultancy Capital Economics.
‘It is no coincidence that, among the countries where
governance has worsened over the past decade, Venezuela,
Egypt and Thailand are all countries that are now facing
serious problems,’ says Williams. This indicator bodes ill for
the likes of South Africa and Hungary, where the standard of
governance was once good but has been deteriorating.
The World Bank governance indicators may also offer
clues as to where companies might want to divert their
attention to reduce political risk. The figures point to
improvements in nations like Indonesia and Colombia.

Currency clues
Cautious CFOs can also look to International Monetary Fund
(IMF) figures for indications of the next victims of financial

a question of price
The US insurance multinational
AIG is the 62nd largest company
in the world, according to Forbes,
with more than 63,000 employees
and customers in 130 countries.
AIG companies serve commercial,
institutional and individual
customers worldwide. The nature
of the business means that Ravi
Mahendra FCCA, AIG’s FD of global
consumer distribution, is interested
in just about any major event that
makes the news.
‘When I get up in the morning I
turn on the TV or look at the Financial
Times and see what is happening in
the world and my first question is,
what is our exposure?’ says Sri Lankaborn Mahendra, who was recently
promoted to his new role after a spell
as AIG’s UK executive finance director.
‘We insure a comprehensive range
of risks faced by a broad spectrum
of individuals, organisations and
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businesses,’ he explains. ‘These
include financial and property risks
to satellites and risks associated with
political instability.’
To an outsider insurance seems
– there’s no way to avoid it – a
risky business, held hostage to the
vagaries of life and nature. Disasters,
natural and man made, can come
from anywhere at any time, with
the potential to wreck not only
lives but also a perfectly decent set
of financial results. But for those
working in the industry, this is all part
of the excitement. It all comes down
to pricing risk, says Mahendra: ‘The
point is that insurance companies
have to select the right risk, price it
correctly and manage their portfolio.
If they do that right, they’ll be fine.’
In insurance the finance function
plays a vital strategic role. ‘I’m
constantly looking at how finance can
add value,’ he says.
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▌▌▌‘large imbalances are often early-warning
signs of financial unrest. Deficits of budget
and current accounts can be ominous’

turbulence. Big currency devaluations, for example, can
threaten companies in several ways. ‘Aside from reducing
the dollar or sterling value of local profits, they make
countries more likely to impose capital controls – locking
cash inside a country,’ says Williams. ‘A burst of inflation
after devaluation may also encourage countries to impose
price controls – hurting corporate profitability.’
Despite a recent bout of strong growth, the IMF data
suggests that such financial strains may be mounting in some
African countries. For example, the budget deficit in copperrich Zambia jumped to 8.6% of GDP in 2013, more than
double the previous year, the IMF’s Fiscal Monitor showed.
Ghana has now run a deficit of over 10% of GDP for several
years, despite high prices for its agricultural and gold exports.
Several African states, including Kenya and South Africa, have
also seen large inflows of hot money into stocks and bonds.
‘Large imbalances are often early-warning signs of financial
unrest to come,’ say Marc Chandler, senior vice president
at Brown Brothers Harriman in New York. ‘Deficits of both
budget and current accounts can be particularly ominous.’
Even after a political or financial crisis has hit the
headlines, it is not always too late to take defensive action.

▲ on the offensive

Iraq’s army is engaged in the fight against Islamic State in
Iraq and the Levant amid growing instability in the country
Russia is a case in point, says Anders Aslund, a fellow at the
Peterson Institute in Washington. ‘So far sanctions against
Russia have been relatively mild,’ he argues. ‘But a prudent
executive should prepare for the possibility that stricter
measures will be on the way.’
‘Russia has the highest levels of trade protection of
the main G20 countries, so it is hard to sell goods and
services from the outside.’ Instead, the best way to deal
with this looming threat, he argues, is to carefully select
who you interact with. ‘It used to be that you were better
off dealing with state-backed companies or banks that
were closely linked to president Vladimir Putin,’ he says.
‘Now the reverse is true. The state firms are far more likely
to be hit by any sanctions, so it is better to keep as much
distance as possible.’
A cautionary tale is offered by the recent case of France’s
largest bank, BNP Paribas, which agreed to a record
US$9bn settlement with US prosecutors over allegations

»
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of breaking US sanctions
against trade with Sudan, Iran
and Cuba.

‘But trimming operations to
the bone in such countries
is sensible. It is also a good
idea to beef up businesses
Diversify operations
in the likes of Chile, Peru and
In other countries, however, it
Colombia, where the risks are
is easier to diversify operations.
much lower.’
This was the case after the
There are other ways of
recent military coup in Thailand,
hedging risk without fleeing
Williams argues. ‘Those who are
a country, says Win Thin, an
worried that the situation may
emerging-market strategist
become even more unstable have
at Brown Brothers Harriman.
the option of relocating some or
‘Companies can protect
all of their operations,’ he says.
themselves against a sharp
‘CFOs could consider Malaysia,
devaluation by locking in the
the Philippines or Indonesia.’
dollar value of profits in the
Global risk management consultancy
There are also local
derivatives market,’ he says. ‘Of
Risk Advisory’s Terrorism Tracker gives
alternatives to Egypt, says
course, this can be an expensive
corporations and financial institutions
Capital Economics Middle
option.’ In addition, if the
a global picture of terrorist risks that
East analyst William Jackson.
political climate in a country is
can – and should – affect their due
‘The society is still extremely
deteriorating, a company can
diligence activities.
polarised between those who
buy credit default swaps; while
support the Muslim Brotherhood
these are intended to reimburse
33% Retail
and those who back the armed
investors if the government
18% Transport
forces,’ he says. ‘For executives
defaults on its debt payments,
12% Oil
looking for a nearby nation
they rise in value during times of
6% Electricity
with a big home market but
political turbulence.
6% Construction
less risk, Morocco is worth
Companies may also be
5% Media
considering. It has become a
increasingly vulnerable to new
5% Tourism
good location for manufacturing
kinds of political risk, says Joao
5% Gas
and is also close to the Southern
Augusto de Castro Neves, senior
3% Agriculture
European market.’
analyst at Eurasia Group. ‘In
3% Financial
Venezuela’s political plight
many parts of Latin America we
2% Mining
is also so extreme that many
are seeing an emerging middle
2% Utilities
executives are considering
class who care far more about
nearby political safe havens,
environmental issues,’ he says.
Retail includes public spaces such
observes David Rees, the
‘This can be a real peril for
as markets
regional specialist at Capital
foreign companies.’ Chevron
Transport includes attacks on land,
Economics. The country has
experienced this kind of challenge
maritime and aviation
been experiencing the worst
in 2012 following a leak from
unrest in a decade, along
one of its Brazilian offshore oil
Source: Terrorism Tracker, a comprehensive
with rampant inflation and a
wells. This spill released just
global database of terrorist attacks and plots, at
continued flow of expropriations
2,400 barrels of oil into the sea,
www.terrorismtracker.com
of private businesses by
a small fraction of the roughly 4.9
the government.
million barrels from BP’s infamous
The worsening situation has dented the profits of
Deepwater Horizon accident. But infuriated government
multinationals like consumer goods producer Procter &
officials in Brazil sought to slap the company with a record
Gamble, which was caught off guard by a sharp depreciation US$11bn fine – equivalent to almost half the company’s
in the currency. Despite its massive oil revenues, the country
worldwide net income for the year.
is facing serious shortages of basic commodities. Many
The authorities also ordered top Chevron executives to
economists believe that the situation could go downhill
surrender their passports and threatened criminal charges.
further before it gets better. A debt default and current
Chevron eventually managed to diffuse these tensions. But
account crisis are considered possible.
Castro Neves argues that companies need to proactively
‘Obviously companies do not want to totally retreat from
build goodwill where they operate. ‘A solid programme
a nation that might rebound in a few years,’ says Rees.
of corporate and social responsibility can really help
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reduce such threats,’ he says.
‘Companies need to ensure that
they are minimising ecological
or social damage. But also that
1 Keep your eye on where the next crisis is brewing. Data from the World Bank
they constantly remind emerging
and International Monetary Fund can provide clues.
markets of the benefits they
2 Choose your counter-parties more carefully; don’t get stuck with a Russian
provide, in terms of job creation,
bank that might get hit with sanctions.
royalty and tax payments.’
3 Batten down the hatches and at least try to minimise losses until
Crafting a strong message,
the situation improves.
Castro Neves says, can ensure
4 Find a safer alternative location to protect your supply chain.
that when a crisis hits, there is
5 Financial derivatives can also be used to hedge risk, but may be pricey.
less political animosity.
6 A solid programme of corporate social responsibility can help reduce the
Political risk is impossible
severity of political risk.
to avoid for global companies.
In many cases, a country’s
large consumer market, rich natural resources or efficient
took over a year to pay compensation. But there are a host
workforce can make such risks worth taking. Chevron, for
of techniques that CFOs can take to control such risks or
example, has been investing heavily in Argentina’s energy
predict where the next crisis might explode. ■
sector – despite the fact that the nation expropriated
Spanish oil company Repsol’s stake in YPF in 2012 and
Christopher Fitzgerald, journalist based in New York

Dealing with political risk

▲ bloom or bust?

Thailand’s recent military coup may drive businesses to
consider relocating to more stable neighbours
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Comment | Ramona Dzinkowski

US CFOs need to be on their toes
A raft of new corporate reporting and disclosure initiatives will affect not only US public
companies but also foreign entities listed on US exchanges, warns Ramona Dzinkowski
Corporate reporting and disclosure
reform in America is not new.
Over time, many an organisation –
including the US Congress – have put
forward this agenda.
Today, issues around improved
disclosure are being addressed
in multiple ways in the US by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) and NGOs alike, culminating
in a host of new initiatives in 2014
that will impact not only US public
companies, but foreign companies
listed on US exchanges and others
operating in the US market.
Most recently on the regulatory
front, in an effort to streamline and
eliminate redundant disclosure, the SEC
is embarking on a new programme that
will examine, among other things, the
efficacy of its business and financial
disclosure requirements. The official
aim is to simplify, shorten and remove
redundancies in mandatory filings for
all companies.
Specifically, Section 108 of the
JOBS Act directs the Commission
to comprehensively analyse
Regulation S-K (regulations
falling under the US Securities
Act of 1933, Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, and
Energy Policy and Conservation
Act of 1975) to find additional
ways for the requirements to
be updated, to modernise
and simplify the registration
process, and reduce the costs
and other burdens of the
disclosure requirements for
emerging growth companies.
In their most recent report
on the subject, SEC staff
recommended an extension
of the reform agenda to apply
not only to growth companies,
but to all publicly listed companies
filing reports with the SEC. Staff
recognised ‘the limitations of
conducting a review that did not look
at the disclosure regime as a whole’.
The analysis of disclosure reform
in the US is now underway at the SEC
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and, at the writing of this article, no
date was set for its second round of
recommendations.
Meanwhile, if you’re a USlisted company, you are likely to be
further impacted by emerging NGO
standards around sustainability
disclosure. In addition to the newly
inked G4 guidelines of the Global
Reporting Initiative that are now being
implemented by many companies
worldwide, standards developed by the
California-based non-profit organisation,

the Sustainability Accounting Standards
Board (SASB), are taking hold.
The SASB is an independent
accredited standard-setting body that
develops industry-specific standards for
use in disclosing material sustainability
issues in mandatory filings to the SEC.
It claims its sustainability accounting
standards ‘are the first that truly enable
comparison of peer performance and
benchmarking within an industry’,
and that their ‘unique focus on US
public equities’, and their ‘approach to
industry-specific issues and disclosure
of minimum performance standards’,
differentiates them from existing
sustainability frameworks. By 2016,
the SASB is expected to have developed
these standards in more than 80
industries in 10 sectors.
Further developments in disclosure
reporting in the US are also being
driven by international efforts to
coordinate standards development for
corporate reporting worldwide.
Companies everywhere can
hopefully look to the newly created
Corporate Reporting Dialogue,
a group organised under the
umbrella of the London-based
International Integrated Reporting
Council (IIRC) to help bring
together organisations that
have significant international
influence on the corporate
reporting landscape.
These include the US
Financial Accounting
Standards Board, the
International Accounting
Standards Board, IIRC,
International Public Sector
Accounting Standards Board,
International Organization
for Standardization, Global
Reporting Initiative, Climate
Disclosure Standards Board
and the SASB. ■
Ramona Dzinkowski is a Canadian
economist and editor-in-chief of the
Sustainable Accounting Review. www.
sustainableaccountingreview.com
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Obama’s big plans for Africa
It’s a case of better late than never for the US administration, which is finally sidestepping
governance and democracy issues in favour of tangible commitments, says Alnoor Amlani
An extraordinary gathering of African
leaders took place in Washington this
August. A brainchild of US president
Barack Obama, the US-Africa
Leaders Summit brought together
50 of the continent’s presidents and
prime ministers for three days to
showcase the continent to the US and
global business community as an
investment destination.
There were tangible commitments
from US private companies of
US$14bn to boost Power Africa,
created in 2013, to US$27bn. Power
Africa is an initiative to bring 30,000
megawatts of electricity to 60 million
African households. Already 2,800 MW
of power projects have been signed
up, with a further 5,000 MW in the
agreement pipeline.
Presently seven out of 10 Africans
satisfy their energy needs off the grid,
which means they either use charcoal
or petroleum-based fuels such as
kerosene, contributing significantly
to Africa’s pollution, poor health
and environmental degradation
issues. The industrial
sector suffers, too: it faces
intermittent blackouts, even
in oil-rich countries such
as Nigeria.
The US
administration also
awarded six-week
fellowships in US
universities to 500
young Africans under
its YALI (Young African
Leaders Initiative), prior
to the summit, sending
the signal that perhaps it is
deferring its democratic concerns
to the next generation.
The White House also indicated
a keen interest in engaging
the business community
and working with successful
African entrepreneurs.
It is a significant change
in foreign policy. It may be
a bit late, but this shift in
focus away from governance and

democracy issues and towards a more
commercial engagement in areas that
will foster development (such as power
generation) is an acknowledgement of
China’s success in building commercial
relationships across the continent
alongside much-needed roads and
bridges, and recognition that the US
must now catch up.
Africa has been open for business
for a while, despite its governance
and democracy issues. Instead of
focusing on both commercial and

governance simultaneously (the carrotand-stick approach), Obama delayed
the commercial engagement until
late into his second term, and that has
put the US in second position behind
China in the race for Africa’s resources.
From the African’s point of view
Obama’s efforts will mean more power
to the people in the grid, and faster
economic growth in the medium term.
The race between the East and West
to extract and add value to Africa’s
resources will ultimately be credited
for the gain, and the core relationship
will remain obscure.
The US has a natural advantage in
Africa in comparison to China. There is
a sizeable African-American population
inside the US who remain disconnected
from their roots, while China has
successfully engaged in an entirely
new relationship-building exercise in its
short engagement with Africa.
As both an American and an
African, Obama had an even greater
personal and historic natural
advantage he could have wielded
better to enrich both Africa and
the US, and bring the Black
American political movement
closer to its roots in Africa.
It isn’t likely that there
will be another
African-American
president with
an Ivy League
education and
direct African
connection soon
in the US, and the
fact that this president
hasn’t done much to enhance the
natural historic relationship between
the continent and its diaspora
Americans will ultimately be his
African legacy. ■
Alnoor Amlani FCCA is an
independent financial management
consultant in East Africa who
writes regularly on social and
business issues. He is also active
in TV and film in Africa
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Comment | anthony harbinson

Principles and public sector
New ACCA president Anthony Harbinson reveals what the key themes of his presidency
will be – ethics and the role of the accountant, and making the public sector more efficient
I am delighted to have been elected to serve as your president for the year
ahead. It is a great honour to hold office with ACCA and I
have already had the great privilege to meet with large
numbers of members and students as vice and
deputy president of ACCA.
I also want to pay tribute to Martin Turner for
his great work as president in the past year.
I would like to take this opportunity to
give you an outline of my career and my
membership of ACCA.
I became a member in 1994 and was
lucky enough to be elected to ACCA’s Council
in 2007. I have served as president of the
Ulster Network and president of ACCA Ireland,
and chaired a number of global committees
for ACCA. Last year I was also chairman of the
UK Consultative Committee of Accountancy
Bodies (CCAB).
My career has been spent in Northern Ireland,
working in the public sector where I am director
of safer communities for the Northern Ireland
Department of Justice.
My interests are football, reading, travel and
charity work.
There are two key themes on which I would like to
focus in my presidential year.
The first is an issue which is important for us all –
ethics and the role of the accountant. Not only do we
have a responsibility to behave ethically, but we also have
to ensure that the organisations we work for have an ethical
approach to business and operations.
My second key theme is emphasising the importance
of the public sector, the need for it to be effective and
efficient, and to have the proper financial expertise to
achieve this in the short and long term.
The public sector has felt the full effects of the
global economic crisis – and continues to do so
even as the private sector shows signs of recovery.
Continuing to deliver within tight budgets makes
it more important than ever to have more fully
qualified accountants working in the sector, as
well as enhancing the financial awareness of
more non-accountants to support them
in their decision-making and use of
precious resources.
I look forward to meeting as many
members as possible in my year ahead
and to representing your views within
ACCA and around the world. ■
Anthony Harbinson FCCA is director
of safer communities in Northern
Ireland’s Department of Justice
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The view from

‘

FINANCE LEADERS ARE TYPICALLY BEST
POSITIONED TO OBSERVE THE BIG PICTURE’
FOZIA HUSSAIN fcca, GENERAL MANAGER
(FINANCE), DP WORLD, KARACHI, pakistan
Today’s finance functions must stay
geared up for unprecedented change.
In my sector – marine terminal
operating – shifts among shipping
line consortium structures and
container shipping overcapacity can
exert sudden pressure on operational
costs or impact on the potential value
of long-term investments. Operators
have to respond promptly to remain
competitive and even ensure survival.
Across the industry, eroding margins
from existing revenue streams are also
pushing innovation to offer customers
ever-improving supply chain solutions.
All that calls for strategic planning
capabilities in finance, on top of
conventional decision-making support.
Successful finance leaders regard
sales, cost management and
marketing objectives as shared
goals. Every major decision by every
department needs to be analysed
for its potential impact on corporate
performance and profitability, or to
mitigate the risk of unfavourable
outcomes. For me, it’s about
monitoring closely, and alerting
management early should corrective
measures be required to bring
performance back on track. Besides
CEOs, finance leaders are typically
best positioned to observe the big
picture, reconcile any conflicts
of interest and highlight the
consequences of different
courses of action.
Achieving harmony
with front-office
colleagues starts with
communication. As
finance professionals,
we’re trained to develop
the traits required for
decision-making, time
management and

self-organisation. But it’s how we
communicate that determines how
successful we’ll be at gaining the trust
of those whom we want to treat us as
business partners. And there are newer
external factors we need to take into
account: further globalisation, more
complex organisational structures and
heightening regulatory environments
– at home and overseas – increasingly
require us to adopt an outwardfacing approach. I’d also stress the
importance of demonstrating initiative:
it’s often only when we go that extra
mile to grasp the specifics of difficult
challenges that we can root out
solutions and add real value.
Watching people you’ve trained
succeeding in their careers is a joy.
It’s junior colleagues who actually
create the baseline from which middle
and senior managers start their work.
I take the view that everyone I coach
has the potential to perform miracles,
provided they’re properly nurtured.
I love it when I see them putting the
skills I’ve helped them acquire into
practice, and when they demonstrate
an affinity with the company culture.
If I hadn’t gone into business, I’d
like to have been a travel
writer. There’s nothing like
going to different places,
meeting new people and
immersing yourself in
diverse cultures. If you
can recreate the world
as you’ve experienced
and captured it, from
your own perspective
but for people you’ve
never met and
probably never will,
that sounds like the
most exciting thing
to do. ■

Snapshot:
Media
The media and entertainment
industry is glamorous,
challenging and full of
opportunities for aspiring
young accountants as well
as those with a wealth of
experience.
Peter Smithson, partner
at Kingston Smith W1, says:
‘Many media businesses are
now seeking international
opportunities – which adds
greater complexity. Such
opportunities tend to develop
through relationships with a
business’s existing clients,
which may themselves be
expanding overseas and
require the services to be
delivered abroad.’
But he adds a note of
caution: ‘There is a degree
of reliance placed on
accountants so, if things
don’t turn out as the company
planned, they may blame the
adviser; it’s a very litigious
environment. There is also an
expectation from clients that
advisers will minimise their
tax liability. This can be risky
and complex, so advising
clients in this area can be
quite challenging.’

US$522bn

In the US the entertainment
sector generated US$522bn
in revenue in 2013, and
is forecast to reach over
US$632bn in value over
the next four years. The
film industry is seen as a
cornerstone of the sector.
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Unlocking the SME?
With small businesses grappling with late payment and cashflow concerns, a
new ACCA study examines supply chain finance, reports ACCA’s Rosanna Choi
Ask any small business what its
biggest financial headache is and
there’s a high chance that late
payment and poor cashflow will
come out near the top. These issues
are a perennial problem for small
companies, particularly those that
supply very large customers, who
are increasingly setting standard
payment terms of 60, 75 or 90 days
and beyond.
These longer payment terms
have inevitably squeezed smaller
businesses’ cashflow from one side,
while things have simultaneously
become more difficult from another:
regulatory changes following the
financial crisis have made it more
expensive and difficult to finance
short-term working capital via bank
overdrafts. It is hardly surprising,
therefore, that recent years have
seen growing interest in financing
techniques that can help to alleviate
the pressure on smaller companies’
cashflow, among them supply chain
finance (SCF).
The Breedon Review, commissioned
by the UK government and published
in March 2012, examined ways to
improve access to finance for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and identified the professional
accountancy bodies, including ACCA,
as natural partners in the drive to
promote awareness of SCF. As part

of this, ACCA has published research
that for the first time answers a key
question that sceptics raise about this
type of financing – who really benefits?
Before diving in, it’s worth taking a
moment to define what we’re talking
about. SCF is a loose term covering a
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variety of financing structures, many
of which involve advancing short-term
funding by using discounted trade
receivables as the assets that back the
advance. The specific technique that
ACCA has focused on – known variously
as reverse factoring, confirming or
approved payables finance – provides
funding backed by trade receivables
that have been pre-approved for
payment on a set date by the customer,
typically a large corporation.
It’s a clever technique. The large
company gives an undertaking to pay,
effectively matching the supplier’s
trade receivable to an approved
payable. Once in possession of the
approved payable, the supplier can
raise finance against this asset at a
rate that is more closely related to the
credit risk of its large customer than
its own. SMEs therefore access cheaper
finance than they could obtain on their
own account, while the large customer
is able to extend its payment terms
and/or secure a discount without
financially compromising its suppliers.

A problem of perception

This is where ACCA’s research offers
a particularly useful contribution to the
debate. The study interviewed market
participants to generate ‘consensus
figures’ for the split of benefits
between those involved in reversefactoring transactions. Using figures
from finance providers, SCF technology
suppliers, consultants and corporate
treasurers, the research indicates that
35% to 50% of the benefit of reverse
factoring flows to the large corporate
customer, while 25% to 45% goes to
the supplier in cheaper financing costs
and improved cashflow. The precise
split will depend on how concerned the
customer is to facilitate its suppliers’
finances compared with its desire to
improve its own finances via extended
payment terms. The remaining 20%
goes to service providers, mainly to the
financier, although up to 5% can also
flow to the technology provider.
Being able to put numbers around
the typical benefits of an SCF
programme should prove helpful,
both in making the business case for
implementation in large companies
and in demonstrating

In theory at least, everyone should
be happy – but not necessarily in
practice. For a start, SCF has
suffered image problems,

being viewed as a way
to enable big companies to pay
late and get their suppliers to pay for
the privilege, effectively rewarding
bad corporate behaviour. This may
be partly due to poor understanding
of how SCF works, but it remains a
problem. If the general perception
is that SCF only benefits large
companies, some will shy away from
using it even though it might also help
their chain of smaller suppliers.

that smaller businesses do
in fact benefit financially from
these arrangements. And the case
for SCF needs making carefully – not
just because of the accusation that
it legitimises late payment but also
because SCF is seen as something of a
panacea for financially strained supply
chains. In fact, getting it to work in
practice is more complex and includes
more sources of risk and cost than is
usually recognised.

Making SCF work
For this reason, the paper sets out a
detailed checklist for companies that
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want to pursue an SCF programme
as well as providing some useful
rules of thumb to help evaluate the
likely financial benefits to a particular
business. This, it suggests, involves
using a figure of 20% to 25% of the
company’s payables outstanding as
a rough benchmark against which to
evaluate the likely costs.
One of the best examples of reverse
factoring’s ability to increase access
to working capital comes from Mexico,
where the Cadenas Productivas
programme, backed by the staterun development bank Nacional
Financiera (Nafin), has been running

since 2001. This enables suppliers to
some 450 large companies to raise
finance against approved payables
from around 20 Mexican banks and
financial institutions that use the
online platform, which has so far
arranged finance for more than 80,000
small suppliers.
The Mexican example is striking,
but how large is the global market for
this type of finance? Figures from the
International Factors Group covering
65 countries suggest that reverse
factoring accounts for less than 4%
of global factoring volumes, worth
about US$85bn to US$90bn a year.
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The ACCA research
used two distinct
methodologies to
estimate the potential
market size globally
and arrived at figures
of between US$255bn and
US$280bn a year. Of this, suppliers
could capture anything from US$60bn
to US$120bn. It’s clear that this type
of reverse factoring has a good deal of
growth potential. ■
Rosanna Choi FCCA is chair of ACCA’s
Global Forum for SMEs, an ACCA
Council member, former chair of
ACCA Hong Kong and a partner at CPA
firm CWCC
For more information:

ACCA’s report, A study of the
business case for supply chain
finance, can be found at www.
accaglobal.com/ab111
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Getting together
Nepal has been encouraging financial institutions to merge to reduce risk, but monetary
policy is failing to provide for full cultural integration. Pradeep B Karmacharya explains
Liberalisation of the banking sector
in 1984 led to a mushrooming of
banking and financial institutions.
Over the past 20 years, the banking
sector in Nepal has grown from a total
of seven banks in 1990 to 214 at the
end of 2012, and to 176 after merger
initiatives as of mid-March 2014.
The total number of branches stood
at 1,423 for commercial banks, 687
for development banks, 246 for finance
companies and more than 90 micro
development banks. Given the size
of the financial system, the numbers
looked more than normal. However,
they had been established and licensed
without any long-term planning.
As a result, the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund advised
Nepal’s central bank, Nepal Rastra
(NRB), to reduce the numbers. The
universal objective of the merger plan
was to allow institutions to consolidate
capital, reduce operational expenses,
expand business and maximise profits.
In the past, permission for opening
institutions had been granted with little
research into the requirements, whether
they would offer services to customers in
both urban and rural areas, the viability
level of the institutions and the capacity
of the regulator to monitor them.
Many institutions were city
centred and were subject to cutthroat competition. Activities such as

opening rural branches, lending to
entrepreneurs – and thereby increasing
employment opportunities, productivity
levels and the earning of the country –
did not happen as expected. NRB was
forced to fix a ceiling on real estate
investment by banks after a surge in
the volume of non-performing loans.
Investment by financial institutions
in unproductive sectors caused a
liquidity crisis in the market.

▌▌▌While NRB is not trying to enforce
mergers, it could bring a provision to do
so if the institutions themselves fail to act
NRB, at the behest of the World
Bank, therefore developed policies
and guided financial institutions to
strengthen their position. The policy
started to deliver results, with an
increase in the number of institutions
merging. Many financial institutions
agreed that it was better to opt for
a merger plan than face action from
the central bank for failing to increase
capital to the required level. These
institutions also faced competition
from foreign banks, so needed to
ensure they remained competitive.
The institutions had also failed
to maintain levels of good corporate

Provisions of merger bylaws
NRB can ask for a merger if:
1 representatives of a family, business group, firm or company are
found assuming posts on boards of two or more banks and financial
institutions (BFIs), and/or their financial conditions remain unhealthy
2 the non-performing loans exceed 5% of the total loan portfolio for three
consecutive years
3 there is an increase in systematic risk, ie a situation when a BFI seems
likely to fail to meet its liabilities
4 the independent operation of a BFI is causing a negative impact on the
banking system
5 a BFI faces prompt corrective action three times or more
6 NRB finds that a merger of systematically important BFIs will strengthen
the entire banking system.
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governance. Financial institutions
should be able to return money
to depositors as required. NRB
recognised the situation and so
international donors helping Nepal
to improve its economy joined with
the World Bank in urging mergers to
create fewer but stronger institutions.
In 2011, NRB introduced the Merger
Bylaws to improve the condition of the
banks and financial institutions.

While NRB is not trying to enforce
mergers, it could, however, bring a
provision to do so if the institutions
themselves fail to act.
According to NRB, 52 banks and
financial institutions have already
merged into 22, and some 24 have
already received letters of intention
to be merged into nine. In spite of
several weaknesses to implement
monetary policy, NRB has become
quite successful in implementing its
merger policy. Earlier, the central bank
had announced packages of rebates,
discounts, waivers and facilities to
those institutions opting to merge.
However, many bankers now believe
that mergers have become compulsory
for many institutions that are suffering
from the problem of low capital base
and limited geographical coverage.
As capital crunch and low public
confidence continue to hurt the
financial system in Nepal, the mergers
among ‘B’ and ‘C’ class financial
institutions have gained quite a
momentum in recent times, as the
central bank is prescribing mergers as
the solution to most of the financial
institutions that are in difficulty.
NRB governor Yuba Raj Khatiwada
has said that the central bank was
encouraging mergers between banks
to minimise the cost and optimise
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▲ growing ranks

Buddhist celebration of Losar (Tibetian New Year) in Nepal,
where mergers between its many banks have been
encouraged to optimse the efficiency of its financial system

efficiency of the banking system.
He reiterated that a high number of
financial institutions does not ensure
healthy competition.
However, there is also an argument
that, as there is no environment for
increasing capital by issuing rights
shares and bonus shares as that will
not be enough to raise capital to the
required level, financial institutions in
Nepal have had no other option than
to go for a merger. Many institutions
have thought that it is better to opt for a
merger plan than to face action from the
central bank for failing to increase the
capital to the required level next year.

Matter of urgency
The mergers have become urgent
due to the terms agreed by Nepal
while gaining membership of the
World Trade Organization, and for the
financial sector to be open to foreign
investors. And if large foreign banks
open their branches in Nepal, Nepali
banks with small capital bases may not
remain competitive.
Professor Kul Bahadur Luintel
of Cardiff University, former central

banker and academician, and an
expert on Nepalese banks, says that
the deregulation and reform have
incentivised bankers. However, although
the number of institutions planning
to merge is growing, their executives
have expressed disappointment that
monetary policy has not taken merger
issues more into account.
They are demanding that the
government announce tax exemptions
for financial institutions undergoing
merger; but the budget for the current
fiscal year is silent on their demands.
While encouraging mergers has
been recognised as the solution for an
overcrowded and imprudent financial
system, both the annual Budget and
monetary policy have failed to bring
more incentives to encourage the
mergers, according to the bankers. The
Budget of 2012/13, for example, did
not exempt merging entities from any
kind of tax as demanded by bankers,
and monetary policy has not paid
much heed to these issues.
A tighter governance policy for
directors and stakeholders in banks
and financial institutions regarding

personal loans and executive positions
seem to discourage them from holding
multiple shareholding interests in
various institutions. Meanwhile, NRB
has been urging ‘forced mergers’ for
the same groups, with poor asset
quality and performance. All these
factors have been leading to, and will
probably continue to lead to, mergers
under duress in Nepal.
The number of banks is likely to
reduce in a couple of years because
of such mergers, but integration will
remain incomplete if they neglect
issues of cultural integration, leading
to deeper problems in years to come. ■
Pradeep B Karmacharya FCCA
is assistant general manager at
Apex Development Bank and a
part-time lecturer at Prime College,
Kathmandu, Nepal
For more information:

List of banks and financial
institutions in Nepal as
at mid-March 2014:
http://tinyurl.com/nmnx4s6
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Promising the Moon
With the 21st-century space race accelerating, the economic benefits of lunar
exploration – from resources to transportation – are becoming apparent
The closest that many of us will
get to outer space is playing the
Angry Birds game, Fry Me to the
Moon. However, those not content
to merely play at lunar exploration
could soon get much closer.
Advances in technology have put
what used to require the unlimited
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budget of a superpower within the
reach of private enterprise, and a
21st-century space race has begun.
Between now and 2020, we will see
years of research, development and
dreams becoming commercial realities
that could turn the Moon into the
launch pad for an explosion in space

science, exploration and commerce.
‘We are beginning a new era of
commercial lunar exploration,’ says
Bob Richards, CEO of Moon Express,
an early-stage lunar transportation
and data services company, based in
Silicon Valley in the US. ‘By exploring
the Moon as entrepreneurs, we are
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opening up a new economic sphere for
humanity. Instead of using up all the
resources of Earth, we can reach out to
the Moon and use the resources there.’
The bounty is expected to include
Helium-3, platinum group metals and
other elements that are rare on Earth.
Moon Express is one of the start-ups
developing robotic space vehicles to
make their exploration and exploitation
more economical.
Commercial space ventures are
not new. Even during the original
space race (see box, next page), the
governments of the USSR and the
US used contractors. However, in
recent years the space economy has
expanded to include both established
and emerging space agencies, and a
burgeoning commercial sector.

for television programmes – on Earth
and in space – and space tourism.
Space products and services take
time and money to develop, and even
pockets as deep as China’s can’t
prevent ‘technical problems’. Since
December 2013, when its Chang’e-3
probe helped the Yutu rover make
the first soft lunar landing since 1976
(to survey natural resources and
geology), the latter’s functionality
has gradually deteriorated.
Hurdles such as lack of funding
and technical problems have
already reduced the number of
teams competing for the XPRIZE
from 33 to 18. However, not all
space entrepreneurs are so easily
discouraged and not every earlystage company with its sights set on

▌▌▌‘BY EXPLORING THE MOON AS
ENTREPRENEURS, WE ARE OPENING UP A
NEW ECONOMIC SPHERE FOR HUMANITY’
Traditional specialists such as
Airbus Defence and Space (Europe),
Boeing (US), China Great Wall Industry
Corporation, and Rocket and Space
Corporation Energia (Russia) have
been joined by space start-ups from
across the globe, all chasing contracts
from space-faring nations and the
commercial possibilities created by
emerging technologies and the Google
Lunar XPRIZE (see box, right).

Lucrative rewards
The potential rewards are lucrative
– and dwarf the US$30m XPRIZE.
Research from London Economics
lists a growing range of opportunities
including: existing markets such as
payload hosting and scientific and
technical data; emerging markets, such
as asteroid mining, lander systems,
planetary rovers, lunar orbiters and
launch pads; and technology transfers
to non-space markets. And, as lunar
and space start-ups and early-stage
companies have the potential to capture
the public’s imagination and attention,
there are many other associated
revenue-generating opportunities, such
as brand exposure and other types of
advertising and marketing, contracts

the Moon is an XPRIZE competitor
– though the philanthropic XPRIZE
Foundation does cast a long shadow.
The foundation has directly and
indirectly spawned and supported a
number of lunar and space start-ups
and entrepreneurs, including Nobu
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Okada. Although the founder of
Astroscale, a Singapore-based startup, is on a mission to remove space
debris, when his company makes
its first foray into space it will do
so in collaboration with XPRIZE
competitors.
A Japanese company, Otsuka
Pharmaceutical, is paying Astroscale
to get a can containing a powdered
serving of its ‘Pocari Sweat’ energy
drink – and 120 plates that have
been laser-engraved with children’s
messages – to the surface of the
Moon, and Astroscale is paying
technology company Astrobotic to
deliver it, when its Griffin Lander
makes its planned 2015 Moon
landing in pursuit of the XPRIZE.
Many runners in the 21stcentury space race are reliant on
international collaboration and
corporate sponsorship. As well as
delivering Pocari Sweat, Astrobotic
has payload contracts to deliver:
human ashes to the Moon for
Celestis, a ‘memorial spaceflight’
company; plus a robotic selfassembly house for the Swedish
artist Mikael Genberg and his
crowdfunded ‘Moonhouse’ project,
which aims to create the first lunar
art installation. ‘Think of us as FedEx
to the Moon,’ quips Astrobotic chief
executive John Thornton.

»

EYES ON THE XPRIZE
The Google Lunar XPRIZE will be awarded to the first teams to build
robots that land on the lunar surface, explore it by moving 500 metres
and return high-definition video and imagery, by the end of 2015.
With prizes totalling US$30m, the competition has attracted national
teams from Brazil, Canada, Chile, Germany, Hungary, India, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Spain and the US; as well as a Danish team with
members in Italy and Switzerland, and an international team made up
of more than 30 countries including Bhutan, Tonga and Russia.

WHO OWNS THE MOON?
The 1967 Outer Space Treaty prohibits sovereignty claims over Earth’s
lunar satellite or any other celestial body by occupation, use or any
other means. More than 100 nations have signed it, including the only
three to make a soft landing on the Moon: China, the US and USSR.
However, the treaty focuses more on space militarisation than on
property rights and leaves plenty of scope for space lawyers to debate
whether it prohibits, or allows, private ownership on celestial bodies.
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As well as its various payloads,
the company has contracts with
the US National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA),
which will be worth millions
of dollars if Astrobotic can
successfully deliver data on how to
land at precise locations, how to
avoid unexpected lunar obstacles
and how to survive the two-week
deep freeze that is the lunar night.

Piggy-backs in space
Like Astroscale, there’s plenty of
piggy-backing in the future plans of
Astrobotic. To deliver its payloads,
complete the mission set by Google
and deliver the data NASA hopes
for, Astrobotic will need the support
of Elon Musk (entrepreneur and
XPRIZE trustee) and his space
transport company, SpaceX, which
designs, manufactures and launches
reusable rockets and spacecraft,
and is the only private company
ever to deliver cargo to space and
then return to Earth.
Previous XPRIZE winners also
have a role to play. Astrobotic team
member Scaled Composites won
the first XPRIZE with piloted flights
to the edge of space, showing
how such prizes can spawn new
industries and attract new types
of funding; Sir Richard Branson
turned a Scaled Composites vehicle
into the basis for the spaceflight
company Virgin Galactic.
Virgin Galactic has yet to fly a
customer to space, but its plans
for commercial space travel have
persuaded around 700 aspiring
space cadets to make deposits
worth US$80m. ‘In this first chapter
of commercial space travel, we
will help make space accessible
and inspire countless more people
to join us in the pursuit of space
exploration and science innovation,’
says Branson, who will be a
passenger on the first commercial
flight (scheduled for late 2014 at
the time of writing).
Longer-term, Virgin Galactic
also expects its fleet of reusable
spacecraft to deliver scientific
research payloads, make day trips
to the Moon and take holidaymakers to space hotels. Although
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▲ postcard from space

Virgin Galactic aims to complete its first commercial flight this year using
a SpaceShipTwo space plane (pictured) released at its 15,550m launch
altitude from a mothership to fly on into the upper atmosphere before gliding
back to Earth for a conventional runway landing

Space race with a difference
In some ways, the space races of the 20th and 21st centuries are alike;
in others, they are not. The former focused on the military dominance
of the US and USSR, while the latter is more focused on technology
dominance. But both involve battles for hearts, minds and money.
Although some see China’s growing ability to counter US space
capabilities as a threat to the latter’s military superiority, the Cold War
rivalry of the 20th-century space race has been superseded by a more
international, more commercial and much more collaborative affair. The
US still has regulations that prohibit the export of weapons and weapons
technology for use by its enemies. However, the rules can also disadvantage
US companies, as commercial entities in many other countries are willing
to share space technology with each other and with China.

the notion of off-world hotels on the
Moon or farther afield may seem
far-fetched, Branson is not the only
entrepreneur who sees them just over
the horizon.
After making his money in hotels
and property, entrepreneur Robert
Bigelow has decided to pursue
accommodation in space as his next
venture. The Bigelow Aerospace startup already has a contract to supply
astronaut habitats for NASA; he has
also declared his intention to build
habitats on the Moon – if space law
can protect his investment. ‘It is time
to get serious about lunar property
rights,’ says Bigelow, who wants
governments to clarify property rights
in space (see box, previous page).
It’s a matter that’s screaming
for attention and for international

consensus; there’s a lot of money
to be lost and made. According
to the Space Foundation, the
global space economy was worth
US$314.17bn in commercial
revenue and government budgets
in 2013, with an increase of 4%
on 2012 driven by commercial
activity such as space products and
services, commercial infrastructure
for space agencies and the
burgeoning commercial sector.
The 21st-century space race
has only just begun, but the Moon
has never seemed so accessible or
appealing. Let’s hope those Angry
Birds don’t destroy it before the rest
of us have a chance to do more than
play at lunar exploration. ■
Lesley Meall, journalist
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The view from

‘

I became an audit trainee at 30. It wasn’t
an easy switch but I very much enjoyed it’
TATIANA PAVLOVA FCCA, AUDIT DIRECTOR,
MOORE STEPHENS, VLADIVOSTOK, Russia
We advise clients across the
Russian Far East and Eastern
Siberia. Typical requirements
include assurance services ahead
of stock-market listings, as well as
support for international borrowing,
attracting strategic investors and
implementing International Financial
Reporting Standards. My own
portfolio covers shipping, cement
and timber companies, reflecting key
local industries; we’re also working
increasingly with retailers.
Accessibility, sector knowledge and
regional expertise are major attractions
for clients in more remote locations,
and in 2015 Moore Stephens will be
celebrating 20 years in Vladivostok.
We’re easily the most thoroughly
represented international firm here
– but it’s a finite market, and with
some Big Four and mid-tier firms
occasionally subcontracting work to
local practices, competition is fierce.
Businesses in Vladivostok are
exposed to economic and geopolitical
developments in Europe and Asia
Pacific. There’s a degree of time lag;
the global financial crisis didn’t start
telling for a couple of years.
What happens in Russia
itself, however, impacts more
immediately. Anti-offshore
legislation drafted earlier
this year – as Moscow seeks
to maximise tax revenues
– will have significant
implications for Russian
companies and individuals
with subsidiaries, real
estate and other assets
held overseas.
The
authorities will
have greater
power
to force

disclosure, track down offshore
structures and compel their owners
here to pay tax under the Russian
regime, even if profits are accumulated
abroad. We anticipate an increase
in demand for tax consultancy
and business restructuring advice,
as clients review and revise their
structures to comply with the new laws.
I walk to and from work every day. It’s
a one-hour journey each way and over
hilly terrain. My husband and I enjoy
mountaineering, and while the peaks
around Vladivostok are hardly Mount
Everest, we tend to choose demanding
climbs that take several hours.
In the middle of winter, with snow,
biting winds blowing from Siberia and
temperatures as low as –25°, it’s an
effective way to get physical exercise
and recharge batteries!
I’m devoted to swimming and am
always trying to break my own record.
I practise pilates three times a week and
try to read as much as possible too.
Accounting was an entirely accidental
career choice for me. I spent several
years lecturing in English to university
students, and became a freelance
translator in the 1990s. Immediately
prior to joining Moore
Stephens, I worked as
a researcher for a US
venture capital firm,
acting as its Far
East representative
and interpreting for
potential investors.
Then at the age of 33 I
became an audit trainee. It
wasn’t an easy switch but
I very much enjoyed
it, mostly because
I had inspiring
coaches and
mentors. ■

Snapshot:
managing Risk
Risk management is a
fascinating area for finance
professionals in practice to
work in. This fast-moving
environment is influenced
by almost everything social,
political, geophysical and
technological, but your advice
can literally be a matter
of life or death in some
situations. No pressure.
‘Risk is now dominating
discussions at board meetings
across Asia-Pacific,’ says Sally
Freeman, national partner
in charge of risk consulting,
KPMG Australia.
‘We are seeing companies
grappling with the issue of
implementing risk into the
business. The business needs
to own the risks they are
taking, while risk management
needs to illustrate the
consequences of decisionmaking in a meaningful way.
‘The two must engage,
and the challenge for the
risk function is to ensure it is
seen as a trusted and valued
adviser, not a block on activity.’

42%

According to the Aon’s 2013
Global Risk Management
Survey, 42% of respondents
reported loss of income from
the top 10 risks (the highest
of which was slow economic
recovery) last year. The survey
questioned 1,415 respondents
from companies of all sizes
– both public and private –
around the globe.
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People power
With continued economic growth key to Africa’s ability to
absorb its expanding workforce, accountants are pivotal
Enjoying an average growth rate
higher than that of the global
economy, Africa would seem to
be doing well. And it is. But with
an additional 122 million workers
expected to enter the continent’s
labour force by 2020, growth-driven
jobs creation is a harsh imperative.
The World Economic Forum on
Africa (WEFA), which took place in
Abuja in May, was left in no doubt
on the matter. In his address to the
forum, Nigerian president Goodluck
Jonathan quoted the 2012 McKinsey
report, Africa at work: Job creation and
inclusive growth, which calculated
the 122 million extra workers figure.
He talked to the business leaders,
politicians and opinion shapers who
had converged on the Nigerian capital
about the need to create an enabling
environment for the private sector to
invest and grow the economy.
The forum’s theme of ‘Forging
inclusive growth, creating jobs’ was
right on the button, given Africa’s
upward growth trajectory. Even though
the continent faces multifaceted
political and social challenges, many
of its economies are growing rapidly;
the African Economic Outlook 2014
report predicts an average growth rate
of 4.8% this year.
Against this background, Africa
needs to start building skills and
competencies across all sectors.
With growth spurting in areas such
as agriculture, manufacturing,
construction and services, it is time to
start building capacity.
The challenges faced by African
economies in creating jobs are
many, ranging from poor strategy to
inconsistent policy. Although the role of
the private sector in creating muchneeded jobs is widely recognised, the
operating environment for business is
far from ideal. According to World Bank
data, eight of the 10 lowest-ranking
countries on its ease-of-doing-business
list are African – often a result of weak
regulatory structures, poor infrastructure
and a shortage of skilled workers.
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As African governments think about
growth and job creation, they must
also consider building human capacity
with the required skillsets to fill these
positions. The growth strategy must be
integrated and holistic.
The acceleration in growth and the
impact of enhanced technology has
brought about its own challenges,
especially the skills gap that needs to
be bridged to sustain the momentum.
Africa continues to lag behind in
skills owing to poor education and
training. Financial skills are particularly
lacking in the areas of auditing,
financial modelling, transactions and
forensics; a study commissioned
by the South African Institute of
Chartered Accountants concluded that
skills shortages existed in financial
management, accounting and auditing.

Role of accountants
Accountants will play a pivotal role
in Africa’s growth, so the plan must
be to build capacity in the area
of accounting and finance, and to
encourage accounting education. The
development of African economies is
dependent on a strong financial sector:
as public-private partnership deals and
other complex financial transactions
continue to gain a foothold in many
African economies, the need for
accounting and finance skills will
become even more critical and
accountants even more sought after.
African governments are also
gearing towards better business
practices and a stronger regulatory
framework to attract foreign direct
investment. Accountants will be needed
here to provide financial reporting,
auditing and other assurance services,
helping to build sustainable businesses
that will send out a positive signal and
build the confidence of investors.
Gaining access to finance is a major
impediment to the growth of many
small and medium-sized enterprises
in Africa, and accountants play a key
role in helping them structure their
financial plans to access finance and

▲ fostering progress

Nigeria’s president Goodluck Jonathan
spoke at the World Economic Forum
on Africa’s meeting in Abuja in May,
where he emphasised the need for the
private sector to enable the growth of
the continent’s economy

run their businesses more efficiently.
They are also expected to contribute
to the future growth of the continent
in terms of tackling corruption and
providing stewardship. They will be
at the forefront of designing robust
accounting and control systems,
especially in the public sector.
As many African governments
adopt policies to transform their
economies through privatisation and
liberalisation, they are collaborating
under the umbrella of the African
Union (AU). In its Outlook on Education
2014 report, the AU espoused its
vision for a continent that will provide
world-class education and promote
critical skills. The AU’s plan of action
places a premium on human capacity
development, with quality education
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▌▌▌As African governments look to
create jobs in line with WEFA goals, there
will be high demand for accountants
and training the bedrock for developing
the manpower to drive growth and
development.

Follow ideas through
African governments have never lacked
the ideas and action plans to bridge the
skills gap for economic growth. What
has often failed them is the doggedness
required to follow those ideas through.
But if the latest WEFA is any guide,
they appear to be taking a long-term
view to addressing this problem.

As African governments look
to create jobs in line with WEFA
goals, there will be high demand
for accountants and other finance
professionals. Technology will open the
doors for accountants and outsourcing
will become more prevalent. This will
create opportunities for accounting
and finance professionals interested in
Africa’s growth to work across borders,
providing services that may not require
a physical presence. Accountants will
also bring their big data analytical
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skills to bear by driving change in
planning, monitoring and control.
WEFA is a tool for Africans to
gain strategic insights into emerging
challenges. The forum allows Africans
to act strategically and gives a futuristic
view on issues that affect the continent.
As WEF founder and executive chairman
Klaus Schwab said, participants must
ensure that Africa’s promise is fulfilled
– not only in the interest of its people
but of the world, too. ■
Kayode Yusuf ACCA, finance
professional and journalist
For more information:

WEFA event video available at
www.wefanigeria2014.com
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THINGS
work
beTTer
wHeN
THey are
compleTe

This applies to accountants too. ACCA
accountants are complete finance professionals
– thoroughly trained in all areas of business
and finance including strategy and innovation,
leadership and management, reporting,
professionalism and ethics, taxation and audit.
ACCA develops ‘business ready’ finance
professionals who can help grow your business.

Find out more at
accaglobal.com/complete
The global body for
professional accountants
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BANK LENDING
CREDIT CRUNCH LINGERS

INFLATION KOs INCREASE

Bank lending to the private sector
in the G7 group of economies has
stagnated in the last year, increasing
by just 0.1% in real terms, according
to UHY, the international network. It
warns that the figures show that for
small businesses in particular, the
credit crunch lingers on.

In the UK and US, modest expansions
in lending have been wiped out by
inflation. Over the four years since
the depths of the recession, the
volume of bank lending to the private
sector in the US has declined by
4.74% in absolute terms, and in
the UK by 0.58%.

% change (4 years)

BRICs SOAR

Many major emerging economies
have seen lending continue to soar,
with the so-called BRIC nations (Brazil,
Russia, India, China) leading the
way. Brazil has seen bank lending
to the private sector jump 115%
since 2009, and lending in China
has risen 112%.

Annual inflation rate (2013)

Real terms % change (1 year)
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THE SURVEY

UHY is a network of independent audit, accounting, tax and consulting firms with offices in more than 275 major business
centres in 87 countries. For more details on the survey, visit http://tinyurl.com/pojequw
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Value added

Sir David Tweedie, former chairman of the IASB, explains why he’s turned his attention
to International Valuation Standards rather than concentrating on his model railway

‘I

have never felt such fear in the room,’ says Sir
David Tweedie, explaining how he has come to his
new role as chair of the board of trustees of the
International Valuation Standards Council (IVSC).
He is describing a meeting of the Financial Stability Forum
(now Board) – comprising national finance ministers,
central bankers and international financial bodies – a few
weeks following the collapse of Lehman Brothers during
the financial crisis.
‘You could just feel the tension; there was a genuine fear
the whole capitalist system could come crashing down.’ At
the heart of the matter was measuring financial derivatives
and the fair-value question. ‘I remember the FSF turning
to me and saying, “what are you going to do about it?”
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And my reaction was, we’re accountants; we just report
the values.’
To Tweedie’s horror, it turned out nobody was doing the
values. ‘I just assumed there was a professional somewhere
doing this sort of thing, but there wasn’t.’ And there began
the path of the former chairman of the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) to what is his current
role at the IVSC.
Starting life in 1981 as the International Assets Valuation
Standards Committee, it changed its name to IVSC in
1994. By 2007 it had grown from a membership of 20
organisations to more than 50. It currently has 78 members
in 57 countries and comprises three boards: a board of
trustees, a standards board and a professional board.

cv
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Sir David Tweedie qualified as
a professional accountant in
1972. In 1990 he moved from
national technical partner at KPMG
to be the first full-time chairman of
the UK Accounting Standards Board.
In 2001 he became the first chairman
of the IASB. By the time he completed
his tenure the number of countries
using IFRS rose from a handful to more
than 120. He is a fellow of the Judge
Business School at Cambridge University
and a visiting professor of accounting
in the Management School at Edinburgh
University. He chairs the UK’s Royal
Household Audit Committee for the
Sovereign Grant.

As demand for valuation standards grew, the IVSC
underwent a radical restructuring in 2008. Tweedie was
invited by his predecessor Michel Prada to speak at the
launch. ‘Little did I realise how close my collaboration with
the IVSC would be,’ he wrote in the 2012-13 annual report.
Approached by Prada a few months after he left the IASB,
Tweedie agreed to take on the mantle as chair of the trustees.
Anyone familiar with how the IASB evolved will recognise
the model of the IVSC. Like the IASB’s predecessor, the
International Accounting Standards Committee – which
had no means of compelling the use of International
Accounting Standards until the European Union came
along and said everyone in Europe had to use them for
consolidated accounts – one of the main objectives for the
IVSC is to encourage the regulators to demand the use of
International Valuations Standards (IVSs) in asset valuations
for prudential purposes and in accounts.
Tweedie outlines three key imperatives: more rigour round
the valuation of financial instruments and agreement on the
best valuations standards; gain compliance and go for full
adoption later; and third, identify the key valuation bodies
across the world and separate them from the ‘cowboys’.
Unlike the accounting profession, which has recognisable
qualifications, associations and institutes across the
world, this is not currently the case for the valuation
industry. ‘Within the US there are a number of professional
organisations with members who provide valuation services.
Each has its own requirements for membership and
credentials,’ says Tweedie.
So the IVSC is looking to the model of the accounting
profession and is supporting the creation of a strong
professional infrastructure around valuation, promoting
among the leading valuation institutes global entry
requirements, exams, a code of ethics, continuing
professional development and disciplinary processes.
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While valuation standards in real estate are more mature,
Tweedie reiterates his concern over financial instruments.
‘There’s a lacuna in the regulatory system: you have
prudential regulators, which are saying, “This is what you
have to do”; you have the accounts, so people can judge the
markets. But in the middle is the bit that affects both of
them, and that’s valuation.’
‘If we aren’t valuing financial instruments accurately, you
have spurious profit-and-loss accounts and balance sheets.
And anecdotally there are big differences. You’re never going
to get everyone within three decimal places, but what we
need to do is get that range narrowed to within the bounds
of acceptability, because the evidence I’ve seen indicates
that some of this could move net worth by 3%. Some banks’
equity isn’t much more than that!’
The IVSC has signed a memorandum of understanding
with the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
IFAC’s International Auditing and Assurance Standards
Board sets international standards for auditors and accurate
valuations are crucial to make the right call on a company’s
accounts. ‘The auditor is at risk; sometimes I think they
don’t know how much at risk. If a company blows, it’s going
to affect the auditor; it’s going to affect the banks, and it’s
going to affect the regulators. Lehmans blew because of
the valuations. It even had trading desks trading the same
instruments at totally different prices; it was unbelievable.’

Making eye contact
Tweedie is bringing to bear lessons learnt as chairman of
the IASB for 10 years. Apart from the IVSC structure itself
reflecting the IASB model, he says that as when developing
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), ‘if Australia
has got the best rule, we should all do it. The other thing is
seeing people…looking into their eyes and seeing what they’re
like.’ He likens it to speaking to industrialists: ‘When they’ve
got a purple face and knotted veins, you know they don’t like
what you’re doing; it’s better than a letter or phone call.’ That,
of course, takes a long time in the early days; Tweedie has lost
count of the number of countries he’s visited since January
2014 – all on a nominal one day a week.
But he rules out an equivalent of the old IASB’s
interpretations committee. And as for the US’s Emerging Issues
Task Force (‘I didn’t even understand the title of the issues,
never mind the accounting.’) ‘Two things you want to avoid,’ he
says, are ‘interpretations and specific standards for industries.’
But one bugbear he doesn’t anticipate is non-acceptance
of global International Valuation Standards by the US. ‘The
Americans are pretty cooperative on valuation,’ he says.
Which of course provokes a comment on the country’s
surprising failure to converge its accounting standards with
IFRS, as was always expected during Tweedie’s tenure at the
IASB. ‘I was quite amazed that we haven’t got convergence,’
he says, ‘but they’ll come in, they’ll come in’. ■
Lesley Bolton, international editor
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Taking stock of
sustainability

Africa’s stock exchanges have a vital role to play in helping listed companies get to grips
with reporting on environmental, social and governance issues

W

hen attention turns to sustainability reporting and
stock exchange requirements, the Johannesburg
Stock Exchange (JSE) will be guaranteed to
feature. Not just a beacon in Africa, the JSE is a
world-leading stock exchange when it comes to the promotion
of reporting on environmental, social and governance (ESG)
matters. Sustainability reporting first entered the corporate
governance code for listed companies in 2002, and since
2010 the JSE has required them to produce, on a ‘comply-orexplain’ basis, integrated reports that include sustainability
and governance information.
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▲ leading by example

The Zimbabwe Stock Exchange is at the forefront of the drive
among African countries to encourage listed companies to
take on board sustainability reporting
But what about the rest of Africa and in particular subSaharan Africa? Stock exchanges in other countries are not
as far along their ESG reporting journey as the JSE, but
some have taken their first steps.
‘There is clearly a lot of interest in sustainability reporting
in sub-Saharan Africa,’ says Rachel Jackson, head of
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sustainability at ACCA. ‘There is also evidence of considerable
intent to take some form of action to encourage or require
listed companies to provide information on sustainability
issues. It is important to keep the spotlight turned on
developments across the region, and not just focus on
South Africa, which for a long time has been a leader in the
governance and sustainability reporting field.’

Strong intent
As noted in a new ACCA report, Sustainability reporting: stock
exchanges and listed companies in sub-Saharan Africa, four
countries in particular are showing strong intent in relation
to encouraging or requiring sustainability reporting by listed
companies: Nigeria, Ghana, Zimbabwe and Mauritius.
In October 2013 the Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE),
Africa’s second largest after the JSE, joined the United
Nations-backed Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative,
which is exploring how exchanges can work with investors,
regulators and companies to enhance corporate
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‘Mandatory sustainability reporting in upcoming new
listing requirements has the potential to attract foreign
investors, improve corporate behaviour and improve
sustainable business practices towards a sustainable
stock exchange,’ says Rodney Ndamba ACCA, CEO of the
Institute for Sustainability Africa; he is also a member of
ACCA’s Global Forum on Sustainability, a stakeholder council
member (Africa) at the GRI and a member of the ZSE’s
listings sub-committee. ‘So far, the number of companies
considering sustainability reporting on a voluntary basis is
rising. Some have already registered sustainability reports
with the GRI database.’
Ndamba sees the potential for stock exchanges to play
a key role across the African continent. ‘In Africa, stock
exchanges have great potential to drive sustainability
reporting by ensuring that it is part of exchange
requirements and the reports are assured,’ he says. ‘Capital
markets regulators, governments and investors could drive
action to require ESG reporting.’
There are also interesting
developments at the Stock Exchange
of Mauritius (SEM), which is working to
create a sustainability index, drawing
on the GRI’s reporting framework.
The SEM has also joined with Impact
Exchange Asia (IIX) to launch the Impact
Exchange trading platform focused on
connecting social enterprises with investors. It operates under
SEM’s regulatory framework, with IIX providing oversight of
the environmental and social requirements and obligations of
companies listing on the platform.

▌▌▌‘The exchange can act as a catalyst
in the development of guidelines on
sustainability reporting’
transparency – and ultimately performance – on ESG issues.
The NSE has not yet introduced any voluntary guidelines
or mandatory requirements, but it does provide support on
corporate governance issues.
There are also early signs of ESG reporting activity in
Ghana, one of West Africa’s top-performing economies,
with large listed companies operating in a variety of sectors
such as energy, mining, telecoms, pharmaceuticals and
professional services. The Ghana Stock Exchange (GSE)
sees sustainability reporting as a means of ensuring that
the country remains a leading and competitive economy,
and initiated plans to develop a framework in June 2013.
Alongside this, the GSE and ACCA are planning to run a
series of training programmes for CFOs of listed companies.
Progress is more advanced in Zimbabwe, where the
Zimbabwe Stock Exchange (ZSE) began consulting with
stakeholders in November 2013. It proposes amending
listing requirements to include a requirement to report
on ESG practices and performance, encouraging listed
companies to apply the reporting framework developed by
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), which provides metrics
and methods for measuring and reporting sustainabilityrelated impacts and performance. It is not clear when such
requirements could come into force, but there does seem
to be momentum behind the initiative. The Zimbabwean
government has recognised the benefits of greater corporate
transparency in attracting foreign investment, citing the JSE
as a good example to follow.

‘Catalyst’
Interest in sustainability reporting also exists elsewhere
in sub-Saharan Africa. Kenya is conducting a review of its
corporate governance regime, involving the country’s Capital
Markets Authority. ‘One of the likely recommendations
will be proposals on the timetable and transition process
towards the adoption of sustainability reporting in the
country,’ says Paul Muthaura, the authority’s acting CEO.
There is also willingness for exchanges to promote
sustainability reporting. ‘The exchange can act as a catalyst
in the development of guidelines on sustainability reporting,’
says John Robson Kamanga, COO of the Malawi Stock
Exchange. ‘This could be done if the exchange can be availed
with the knowledge on sustainability reporting. The exchange
can also act as trainer and promoter of the ideals.’
It seems likely that pressure for more sustainability
reporting in Africa will rise; indeed, says Ndamba, it
‘is increasingly becoming an instrument for investment
appraisal and risk assessment by investors seeking
safe investment options in Africa. The rising influence
of stakeholders demanding sustainability information,
particularly communities, civil society and governments, is
driving sustainability reporting.’

»
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▌▌▌‘If companies are required to report
on their governance procedures, this
should support their long-term stability’
▲ future-facing

A Maasai man in Kenya stands in front of solar panels. The
country is reviewing its corporate governance regime
That many exchanges in sub-Saharan Africa are relatively
new by international standards need not be a barrier. ‘A stock
exchange need not be well established to have sustainability
reporting within its listing requirements,’ says Tom Kimaru,
manager, compliance, at the Nairobi Stock Exchange. ‘This is
a global trend and therefore should enable investors globally
to make prudent judgments through such comparisons. In
this regard, any opportunity to have sustainability reporting in
the listing requirements is highly encouraged.’
It is important to maintain and spread the momentum
that now exists in sub-Saharan Africa behind corporate
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reporting of sustainability issues.
‘There is no reason why stock
exchanges in Africa shouldn’t be
moving ahead with sustainability
reporting,’ says Jackson. ‘They have
the opportunity to take leading roles
in developing reporting practice and
derive long-term benefits for their economies. If companies
are required to measure and manage their environmental
and social impacts and report on their governance
procedures, this should support their long-term stability.
The stock exchanges on which they are listed then become
less volatile, which attracts investors. The result is a positive
cycle of business development and investment.’ ■

Sarah Perrin, journalist
For more information:

Stock exchanges in sub-Saharan Africa: capturing
intent towards ESG requirements is available at
www.accaglobal.com/ab108
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Dynamic duo

Successful executive teams are often marked by a healthy tension between
the CEO and CFO built on mutual respect, explains Jason Karaian

B

y its nature, finance is a technical field
with obscure jargon understood almost
exclusively by its practitioners. When CFOs
interact with their teams, they are free to
employ this arcane language. But to fulfil their
crucial role as business partners outside the finance
function, they need a different approach. According to
Lawrence Litowitz of SCA Group, a recruitment firm:
‘You have to be able to put yourself in someone
else’s shoes to see what they need. They
don’t tell you what they need, and they don’t
necessarily know what you can give them.’
Like any good leader, CFOs are most effective
when they adapt their knowledge and influence to
suit the audience. And the CFO’s most important
relationship, without question, is with the CEO.
In a 2010 survey of Fortune 500 CFOs with
tenures of more than six years by the Korn/Ferry
Institute, building a trusted partnership with the
CEO was cited as a first-time CFO’s most critical
factor for success. This surpassed an operational
understanding of the business, dealing with
investors and all the other responsibilities that
come when making the step up to finance chief.
More often than not, the top executive duo is
defined by their complementary skillsets. If the CEO
is the heart of a company, the CFO is its head. The
chief executive provides the passion, the CFO the
pragmatism. Less happily, the CFO is sometimes
cast in the role of goon in a good-cop/badcop gambit, charged with cutting costs while
the CEO extols exciting plans for growth.
Whatever the nature of the partnership, it
is crucial for the CFO to forge a productive
relationship with the CEO.
In a survey of CEOs and CFOs,
professors at Duke University
identified noteworthy differences
in the way the executives made
capital-spending decisions. Both
CEOs and CFOs gave the net
present value and timing of
cashflows similar scores
in terms of their
importance.

»
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CULTURE CLASH
In a speech to members of the Financial Executives Institute in 1963,
William Cary, then chairman of the US securities regulator, urged
CFOs to resist pressure from CEOs to engage in accounting ‘chicanery’
to flatter earnings. ‘In some cases you may say you cannot control your
chief executive officer – a “salesman at heart”,’ he said.
The differences in personalities between CFOs and CEOs have
long been observed. A trio of professors at Duke University set out
to measure this empirically, giving psychometric tests to around
2,500 CFOs and CEOs. They found that, yes, CEOs are more
optimistic than CFOs. In fact, they are more optimistic than just
about everyone; 80% of the CEO sample was classified as ‘very
optimistic’, which the academics note is ‘well above the mean
in the psychology literature norms’.
CFOs are not the gloomy bunch they are sometimes typecast
as – 65% are classified as very optimistic – but they are not
nearly as cheerful as their bosses. (The results, published in
the Journal of Financial Economics in 2013, also showed that US
executives tend towards higher optimism than their European
counterparts, regardless of the position they hold.)
Similar results are evident in other studies, such as one by
Deloitte that sought to categorise CFOs and CEOs into one of
four personality types: driver, guardian, integrator and pioneer.
The most common CFO-CEO combination is a driver CFO
and pioneer CEO. Drivers are characterised as analytical,
logical and pragmatic, while pioneers are adventurous,
creative and spontaneous.
According to the Duke researchers, higher CEO optimism is
linked with more short-term debt and acquisition activity. This
makes it important for the CFO to act as a balance to hard-charging
chief executives, which indeed appears to be the case according to
Deloitte’s observations. Just over half of finance chiefs are classified
as drivers, a ‘decisive, direct, tough-minded’ character that translates a
CEO’s vision into a practical reality, without compromising their ethics
if the boss asks them to get ‘creative’ in the wrong sort of way.

Outside these orthodox measures, however, the other reasons
for allocating resources receive significantly different emphasis.
CEOs are much more likely to cite ‘gut feel’ as an important
consideration; CFOs are more likely to factor in the previous
return of a similar project. CEOs also tend to weigh the
proposing manager’s reputation more highly when allocating
capital; perhaps because of this, CFOs cite ‘corporate politics’
more often than CEOs as a determinant of spending decisions.
The yin-and-yang nature of the CEO-CFO relationship works
best when there is mutual regard for the other’s position.
In practice, this puts the onus on CFOs to establish their
independence. ‘You need to have enough stature and respect
from the chief executive that you can say “no”,’ asserts Peter
Harris, who has served as finance chief at a number of media
and marketing firms in the UK. ‘It’s not blind allegiance.’
Indeed, given the CFO’s fiduciary duties, blind allegiance
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can lead to trouble. In a 2011 academic study of more than
70 US companies caught manipulating their accounts, one of
the biggest differences between firms that cooked the books
and those that did not was the size of share-price-linked
bonuses awarded to CEOs. The incentive packages for CFOs at
manipulating and non-manipulating companies were similar
enough to fail the tests for statistical significance. As a result,
the researchers concluded that ‘CFOs are involved in material
accounting manipulations because they succumb to pressure
from CEOs, rather than because they seek immediate personal
financial benefit from their equity incentives’.
Higher turnover of CFOs ahead of the discovery of
accounting manipulations also suggests that standing up
to a CEO often costs finance chiefs their jobs.
Disagreements over strategy, rather than outright illegality,
are much more common between CFOs and CEOs. At most
companies, these disputes take place behind closed doors,
with the top two executives presenting a united front in public.
Michael Clarke, finance chief at ADAS, a UK environmental
consultancy, describes his approach with the CEOs he has
worked for over a long career at listed and private companies,
large and small: ‘If there were any issues where we disagreed
with each other, we disagreed outside board meetings. I
remember the feedback from one director was, “I wish they
wouldn’t look as though they had pre-prepared everything
prior to the meeting or would argue from time to time.” What
the directors didn’t see was the arguing.’
Of course, the CFO’s subordinate position to the CEO can
make these arguments a somewhat delicate affair. But the
growing power and influence of CFOs gives them a lot more
leverage in these discussions than before.
Still, open clashes between the CFO and CEO are rare,
and almost always end badly for the finance chief. Joe
Kaeser was one of the few to buck this trend in July 2013.
A 33-year veteran at Siemens, a German conglomerate, the
CFO of six years saw his counterpart in the executive suite,
CEO Peter Löscher, ousted after a series of quarterly profit
shortfalls and missed revenue targets. According to reports,
the finance chief was not necessarily a bystander.

Calm and stability
After Kaeser stepped up from CFO to CEO at Siemens, he
emphasised the conservatism that one would expect from a
former finance chief, asserting that ‘we have been trying to
achieve too much too quickly’.
Adversity need not lead to the break-up of CEO-CFO
duos. Indeed, it can strengthen them, according to Jesper
Brandgaard of Novo Nordisk. He was appointed CFO in
November 2000, the same time as the CEO, Lars Rebien
Sørensen. A formative moment in their relationship came
18 months later, when a profit warning knocked 50% off the
company’s share price. ‘We had to revise our plans and face
the music,’ Brandgaard recalls.
The CFO’s ability to handle the tricky task of crafting a
communications plan to placate irate investors put him in
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the CEO’s good graces: ‘It was at one of those meetings
when Lars realised that I was able to express myself
clearly in ways that created reasonable expectations.
That was a significant change in the way we worked. We
have both characterised that profit warning as a blessing
in disguise. We learned that we had complementary
competencies.’
In the 13 years since Brandgaard and Sørensen took
over as CFO and CEO, Novo Nordisk’s share price has
risen more than sevenfold.

Other side of the table
Another perspective on the CFO-CEO relationship comes
from executives who have served in both positions. Before
joining Prudential, Jackie Hunt served as finance chief at
Standard Life and Aviva under CEOs with previous CFO
experience. Having sat on the other side of the table,
these chief executives appreciated a CFO who stood up to
them, she says. ‘They don’t take it personally.’
Before Jim Buckle became CFO at Wiggle, a UK-based
online sports-goods retailer, he was managing director at
LoveFilm, a DVD-by-mail and video-on-demand provider
acquired by Amazon in 2011. In making the step up from
CFO to CEO shortly after the takeover, he questioned
the necessity of a bona fide CFO, given that the firm, by
becoming a division in a much larger group, would cede
many financial responsibilities to its new parent company.
Instead, he could rely on his financial acumen and the
existing accounting and financial analysis specialists who
were part of his team when he was CFO.
Or so he thought: ‘What I discovered is that the CFO
is hugely valuable. Running a business can be a lonely
place, and the CFO performs a really important function
by being the person that the CEO can bounce ideas off
and be challenged by. You need people who will tell you
how it is, but not in a destructive way.’
Some healthy tension between the CFO and CEO is
acceptable, even encouraged. But once decisions are
made, whether a finance chief’s input is accepted or
not, the CFO needs to support the CEO and make sure
actions are implemented in a financially prudent way. If
a CFO cannot accept the CEO’s direction, the alternatives
are resignation or a high-stakes gamble on persuading
the board to side against the chief executive. ■
Jason Karaian is senior Europe correspondent for
Quartz. His writing has appeared in The Economist,
among other magazines
For more information:

This article is an extract from Jason Karaian’s book The
Chief Financial Officer – What CFOs do, the influence
they have and why it matters, published by Profile
Books and The Economist
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Career boost
Getting feedback on what you do well and not so well is vital for fine-tuning your
performance, advises talent doctor Rob Yeung. Plus how to balance your work schedule

TALENT DOCTOR: FEEDBACK
To what extent do you have an accurate view of your
strengths and weaknesses? Let’s take just one skill as
an example. How good do you believe yourself to be at
logical reasoning?
Here’s an example question: ‘Everyone who is kind
is compassionate, and someone who has experienced
love is always kind. Alison is compassionate, so she has
experienced love. True or false?’
That’s an easy example. But have a guess now at how
strong you are at logical reasoning compared with your
peer group of similarly educated people. If you had to
allocate yourself to a percentile in terms of performance,
which percentile would it be?
Cornell University scientists Justin Kruger and
David Dunning did this precise experiment. They asked
volunteers to take a 20-item logical reasoning test and
asked them to estimate how their performance would
compare against their peers.
Their first finding: participants on average placed
themselves at the 66th percentile. In other words,
nearly everyone thought they were better than average,
which simply cannot be true mathematically. Even more
frighteningly, they found that the weakest participants
(who on average scored at the 12th percentile)
believed they had scored at the 68th percentile. These
participants had massively overestimated their abilities.
A 2014 paper by psychologists Ethan Zell and
Zlatan Krizan reviewed the evidence that people have
insight into their abilities by looking at hundreds of
studies that had looked at objective performance versus
self-evaluated performance. The researchers looked
at domains such as academic ability, language skill,
sporting prowess and many different measures of
work performance. Their conclusion: ‘People have only
moderate insight into their abilities.’
Clearly, it’s difficult to make good career decisions
without accurate information about what we do well
or badly. If we overestimate our skills, we risk making
foolish mistakes, but underestimating skills carries
costs, too. We could work on skills that don’t need
development and neglect more major failings that
could make a greater difference to our work.
Today when I run leadership development
programmes and coach executives, I encourage them to
seek frequent, candid feedback from the people around
them. I ask them to speak to colleagues at varying levels
within the organisation, as well as from customers and
other stakeholders. Asking for feedback is not always
easy. People may be reluctant to tell you the truth unless
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you can persuade them that you are serious about
listening to what they have to say. They must also believe
that there will be no repercussions for them.
Encourage everyone to tell you what you do both well
and not so well. And when they do criticise you, take
notes so that you can reflect on it later. Then simply
thank them for their honesty. Don’t try to explain or
justify your actions or past behaviour.
Seek feedback and you will learn how best to invest
your efforts in developing yourself. Do it often. ■
Dr Rob Yeung is a psychologist at leadership consulting
firm Talentspace and the author of more than 20
career and management books, including How To Win:
The Argument, the Pitch, the Job, the Race. He also
appears as a business commentator on BBC, CNBC
and CNN news
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.talentspace.co.uk
@robyeung
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THE PERFECT: WORK SCHEDULE
On a day much like any other in June, 30 million
workers in the UK woke up to a brave new world. The
government had allowed new rights around flexible
working, meaning employees are legally entitled to
request flexible hours from their employers. People can
ask for part-time, compressed hours, staggered hours,
annualised hours, to work from home, to job-share or
phased retirement. And it’s not just in the UK: more
employees globally are benefiting from corporate
flexibility, with firms offering working options to suit
modern lifestyles and families. It makes sense too; a
rigid 9-5 schedule doesn’t suit everyone and can be
derivative of underperformance, nor does a lack of
flexibility help those with childcare responsibilities. As
long as business is not affected, duties are performed
and employer expectations are met, where’s the harm
in someone making work, work for them a little? Well
it’s not always straightforward – employers will need to
manage employee requests and find ways to monitor
workflow, while employees will need to make sure they
can adapt and actually deliver under a new routine.

GOOD NEWS FOR JOB GROWTH
Research from recruiter Robert Walters points to genuine economic recovery driving
optimism in job markets. The number of job ads posted in Asia continued to rise as a
result of a more positive economic environment. Advertising increased by 28% quarteron-quarter in Q2 2014, indicating a more active employment market. There was a
notable demand for accounting and finance professionals, largely due to the continued
entrance and expansion of shared services centres (SSCs) across Asia.
The growth of SSCs in China continued to drive advertising, with accounting and
finance roles rising 44%. ‘The number of job ads grew annually by 29% and quarterly
by 15%,’ says Arthur Wang, managing director of Robert Walters China. ‘This increase
was largely due to the expansion of retail and luxury brands in second-tier cities as well
as the continued growth of SSCs across China. As a result, there was particularly strong
demand in retail services, sales, IT, HR, accounting and finance sectors.
‘The beginnings of the recovery in the US and UK had a positive knock-on effect
on the Hong Kong job market, with advertisement volumes increasing 6% year-onyear compared to 2013. The introduction of new compliance rules and regulations
worldwide has led to more opportunities in the areas of legal and compliance, as well
as accounting and finance – 29% quarter-on-quarter growth.’

VARIETY NOT THE SPICE
OF LIFE

Those who frequently switch
jobs could face difficulties
finding a new role, with many
business leaders saying they
wouldn’t consider candidates
if they felt they were a ‘job
hopper’. Robert Half surveyed
200 CFOs from companies
across the UK. The majority
of respondents (88%)
said they would remove a

candidate from consideration
if they were deemed to be
somebody who changed roles
too frequently. However, this
figure was higher among
respondents from small
businesses, 93% of whom
said they would be reluctant
to hire a job hopper.

NOT JUST LINKEDIN

A report by recruitment
software provider Bullhorn

has shed light on social
recruitment trends around
the world. While LinkedIn is
still the most popular social
network for recruitment
globally, recruiters and
candidates are increasingly
seeing potential in Facebook
and Twitter. In the UK and
Australia, Twitter has become
2-2.5 times more popular
than Facebook for job views
and applications, while in the

US, Facebook leads the way
for job application growth.
India is also growing fond
of Twitter as the platform’s
popularity grows among
the population. ■
This page is compiled and
edited by Neil Johnson
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.accacareers.com
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Managing alliances
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on this article at:
www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

In the fourth article in his series on international business,
Tony Grundy explains how alliances can add real value
Along with international
development and
acquisitions, alliances are
a key area of corporate
development on top of
more conventional, organic
development. An alliance
is a formal or informal
partnership between two
or more organisations
to achieve their common
goals through co-operation,
commitment and potentially
the joint management of
resources.
An alliance can thus take
the form of a co-operative
understanding through
to a joint agreement and
then on to setting up an
organisation, potentially
a separate legal entity.
Alliances can thus take the
form almost of ‘50 shades’,
and this flexibility is both
very attractive and common
in today’s fluid markets.
In this article we look
at the pros and cons of
organic development
versus acquisitions versus
alliances. We then examine
the different roles and kinds
of alliances that might be
available, and also how to
evaluate these.

Organic, acquisition
or alliance?
The table above plots some
of the generic pros and
cons of these three avenues
to corporate development.
They appear to be equally
balanced with little to
choose between them. In
reality, they will be very
different. For instance, while
‘organic’ may seem less
attractive as it is slow, this
is possibly because there
are restricted investment
resources, or because
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Organic, acquisition or alliance?
Pros

Cons

Organic

lower risk
* Generally
Less demanding
* Typically less complex
*

to be slower
* Perceived
Demands more patience
* Often inadequate to fill the
* ‘strategic gap’

Acquisition

to do deal
can be hard and
* Fast
* Integration
Often offers a bigger-value prize
take longer
* Gives control
to high risk
*
* IsCanmedium
be time-consuming
* and distracting

Alliance

risk than an acquisition
* Lower
Gives competences that you
* may lack
* Low investment

no one has thought very
imaginatively about how
to do it faster, better or
differently – which leads us
back to the ‘cunning plan’ of
our first series of articles.
This would also be a reason
why it didn’t – on its own –
fill the ‘strategic gap’.
Acquisitions may seem
quick – but only if you are
skilled at integration. If this
goes sour it will take longer,
and possibly fail. Generally,
acquisitions also destroy
value – principally as the
seller has better information
than the buyer.
Equally, alliances may
seem an attractive third and
middle way, but over time
the agendas – business and
personal – may shift and
the co-operation at the
start may crumble. So each
needs to be evaluated as
part of the entire pool of
corporate opportunities at
the time.

permanent, shorter life* Less
cycle
dilute competence and
* May
cover up weaknesses
be hard to manage,
* Can
especially with change

Different roles
Alliances may play a whole
range of roles – some
more strategic than purely
operational. Typically they
can be targeted at:
blending skills in a way
otherwise not possible
– thus generating a
fresh capability and
competitive advantage
creating a new and
distinctive product
preparing to meet or
create a new market
opportunity
knowledge transfer –
open or covert – from
your partners to you and
vice versa
funding and resourcing a
new business
pooling existing resources
to meet demand more
easily and with greater
critical mass
achieving lower costs
being able to charge a
higher price and share

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

that enhanced margin
enabling the partners
to have a common
understanding that there
will be ongoing mutual
business to be shared
between them – provided
that the market is there
and that the partners
perform – giving stability
for all (an ‘operational
alliance’)
the predatory acquisition
of another partner’s
customer base, or
learning sufficiently
from them to be able to
compete in that same
market once the alliance
has run its course
once the venture has
become well established,
squeezing the other
partners through price
rises that they cannot
resist as they have lower
bargaining power.
These different objectives
add value in different ways

*

*

*
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– through sales volumes,
price, cost, leveraging
investment or skills.
In short, there may be a
huge array of reasons for
entering alliances, some
of which are potentially
competitive if not
unsavoury, eg predatory
behaviour or squeezing
partners. For example,
I touched on Rover and
Honda in my last article – by
1994 it was said that Honda
had grown so big and strong
in that partnership that it
had Rover in a ‘financial
bear-hug’.

Types of alliances
There are a number of
different types of alliances
that we can characterise as:
informal partnerships
formal partnerships
distributor relationships
supplier agreements
franchises
joint ventures
limited companies.
It is helpful at this point
to distinguish between
strategic and tactical
alliances. I define a strategic
alliance as an alliance
opportunity which enables
its value to last for at least a
three-year time horizon.
A tactical alliance is an
alliance opportunity which
enables its value to be
realised within what is likely
to be no more than a threeyear time horizon.
I have chosen a threeyear time horizon because
in most industries this is
a foreseeable time period
of market conditions and
it is usually within the
competitive advantage
period (CAP).
Alliances span a
spectrum of time horizons,
styles of organisation
and management, and,
potentially, legal forms too.
Typically in more mature
markets there comes a
point where the established
industry structure is

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

too rigid to optimise the
industry value chain and
collaborative opportunity
exceeds competitive need;
this is the most important
test for alliance strategies.
Where there is a valueadding activity that cannot
easily be optimised by
a separate competitor,
but may be able to be by
more than one with highly
complementary skills,
then a strategic alliance
opportunity exists.
In my own business
(strategy consulting and
executive development) I
have never been successful
in establishing an alliance
with a larger strategy
consultancy; there is

too much overlap of
competencies. But I’ve had
two successful alliances
with brand strategy experts
and a board-level coaching
company, which have been
win-win.
In executive development
as a regular supplier I
have had both tactical
and strategic alliances
with training providers
and also with business
schools. The optimal
economic model is for
these companies to do
the front-end marketing
and provide venues etc,
but where a full-time
employment model is not
economically desirable for
them and where suppliers
like myself wouldn’t want
that as it is constraining.
Another condition
of success is that there
is sufficient symmetry
of interests. I was once
involved as a startup partner
in a turnaround company at
the beginning of the credit
crunch. There were four
of us. After a few months
one of the partners was
poached to be CEO of
a company needing
full-time turnaround,
so we lost our ‘centreforward’.
The three of us limped
on with me as the strategy
man, a financial directortype and a lawyer. I will
confess that I didn’t go allout as I was unsure whether
we would ever score and
there was an imbalance of
time being invested by the
three of us.
Often an alliance’s fate
will be determined by the
equal commitment – or
otherwise – of the various
partners.
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Evaluating alliances
Once again I would like
to prescribe the strategic
option grid as an excellent
mechanism for evaluating
alliances: here the five
criteria (as explored in
earlier articles) are:
strategic attractiveness
(of the market
opportunity, the alliance’s
competitive position, and
the structural and skills
and bargaining power
parity within the alliance)
financial attractiveness
implementation difficulty
(setup, development
adaptation and change,
and possible dissolution)
uncertainty and risk
(short, medium and
long-term)
stakeholder acceptability
(visualising possible
changes over time over
the evolution of the
alliance).
As far as financial
attractiveness is concerned,
this isn’t just about
profitability or even net
cashflows. You need to
be mindful of the impact
on any exit value for your
business. Alliances may
not be what a new owner
wants or will pay for. In that
respect an alliance can be
like putting a new kitchen
in your house – a good part
of that cost will never be
recovered on sale.
So like any long-term
relationship where you
don’t actually get married,
alliances can add value, but
they have their pros and
cons and need managing. ■

*

*
*
*
*

Dr Tony Grundy is an
independent consultant
and trainer, and lectures at
Henley Business School
For more information:

www.tonygrundy.com
For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and
management theories, visit www.accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Getting ready for rolling planning
For effective rolling forecasts, you have to chop away the dead wood of assumptions,
and deal with the big picture rather than the detail. David Parmenter explains all
Just like a house, rolling
planning should be built
on solid foundations. I will
consider these foundations
over two articles, beginning
with this one.

in detail, at
* forecasting
account code level and to

Embrace abandonment

*

Austrian-born management
consultant Peter Drucker
frequently used the
word ‘abandonment’ in
connection with business
growth. What he said about
abandonment is one of his
great gifts to the world:
‘The first step in a growth
policy is not to decide where
and how to grow; it is to
decide what to abandon. In
order to grow, a business
must have a systematic
policy to get rid of the
outgrown, the obsolete and
the unproductive.’
In planning, many
processes are carried out,
year-in and year-out, simply
because they were done
the previous year. To build
solid planning foundations,
you should challenge all
the previous forecasting
givens and throw out all the
inefficient processes you
find, including:
forecasting in a
spreadsheet

*

*

*

the pound
forecasting only to the
end of the current year
– as if the following year
did not exist
giving budget holders an
annual entitlement; they
do not know what the
coming year holds, nor
does anyone in finance
setting monthly targets
from the annual plan; this
is best done just before
the quarter starts.

Forecast at the
right level
Forecast at a category level
rather than at the account
code level.
Forecasts are rarely
right, and forecasting at a
detailed level does not lead
to a better prediction of the
future. Looking at the detail
does not help you see the
future any better (see box);
in fact, it tends to screen
you from the obvious.
A forecast should
concentrate on key drivers
and large numbers, not a
myriad of figures gathered
at account code level –
‘signifying nothing’, as
Shakespeare put it.

Next steps
1 List what you need to abandon in your annual
planning process.
2 Dispense with forecasting at account code level
unless a code is over 10% of total annual spend.
3 Migrate your forecasting model from Excel to a
planning tool.
4 Find out more from my website (see below).
5 Email me (parmenter@waymark.co.nz) for advice
about how to stay in the helicopter and see the big
picture during your forecasting and planning.

take the chopper
Imagine that you have been asked to count the trees
in 100 square miles of forest. You have two choices:
the detailed way and the ‘helicopter’ way.
For the detailed way, 70 staff are split into 10
teams, each of which is assigned 10 square miles and
given satnavs, spray paint, camping kit and provisions
for three weeks. The teams update their count each
night on a spreadsheet, and at the end, the counts
are consolidated. However, some teams forget to load
all their spreadsheets into the workbook, so the final
count is wrong, although no one knows that.
For the helicopter way, satellite imaging is used to
select five sample areas, each a tenth of a square mile
in size. The staff are split into five teams, each of which
counts its area in a day. The five counts are averaged
and multiplied by 1,000. The answer is wrong, but it is
wrong quickly and is still a good approximation.
For forecasting, the helicopter way is usually the
better option unless you are dealing with payroll,
which managers can forecast by using actual salaries.

Think about it: do you
need a target or budget at
account code level to control
costs? If you have good
trend analysis captured in a
reporting tool you can easily
identify costs that are out
of control. Therefore, you
can apply the 10% rule and

dispense with forecasting at
account code level unless an
account code is over 10% of
total expenditure. ■
David Parmenter is a
writer and presenter on
measuring, monitoring and
managing performance
For more information:

www.davidparmenter.com
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This second article on IFRS
15, Revenue from Contracts
with Customers, will look
at the application of the
standard using the fivestep model. The five-step
model applies to revenue
earned from a contract with
a customer with limited
exceptions, regardless
of the type of revenue
transaction or the industry.
Step one in the fivestep model requires the
identification of the contract
with the customer. Contracts
may be in different forms
(written, verbal or implied),
but must be enforceable,
have commercial substance
and be approved by the
parties to the contract.
The model applies once
the payment terms for
the goods or services are
identified and it is probable
that the entity will collect
the consideration. Each
party’s rights in relation
to the goods or services
have to be capable of
identification. If a contract
with a customer does
not meet these criteria,
the entity can continually
reassess the contract to
determine whether
it subsequently meets
the criteria.
Two or more contracts
that are entered into
around the same time
with the same customer
may be combined and
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Five-step model
In his second article on IFRS 15, Graham Holt looks at the
practical application of the standard using a five-step model
accounted for as a single
contract, if they meet
the specified criteria.
The standard provides
detailed requirements for
contract modifications.
A modification may
be accounted for as
a separate contract
or a modification of
the original contract,
depending upon the
circumstances of the case.
Step two requires
the identification of the
separate performance
obligations in the contract.
This is often referred to as
‘unbundling’, and is done at
the beginning of a contract.
The key factor in identifying
a separate performance
obligation is the
distinctiveness of the good
or service, or a bundle of
goods or services. A good
or service is distinct
if the customer can
benefit from
the good or
service on
its own or
together

with other readily available
resources and is separately
identifiable from other
elements of the contract.
IFRS 15 requires a series
of distinct goods or services
that are substantially the
same with the same
pattern of transfer,
to be regarded as a
single performance
obligation. A good or
service which has been
delivered may not be
distinct if it cannot
be used without
another good
or service that
has not yet been
delivered. Similarly,
goods or services
that are not distinct
should be combined with
other goods or services
until the entity identifies a
bundle of goods or services
that is distinct. IFRS 15
provides indicators rather
than criteria to determine
when a good or service is
distinct within the context
of the contract. This allows
management to apply
judgment to determine

the separate performance
obligations that best reflect
the economic substance of
a transaction.
Step three requires the
entity to determine the
transaction price, which is
the amount of consideration
that an entity expects to
be entitled to in exchange
for the promised goods
or services. This amount
excludes amounts collected
on behalf of a third party
– for example, government
taxes. An entity must
determine the amount of
consideration to which it
expects to be entitled in
order to recognise revenue.
The transaction price
might include variable or
contingent consideration.
Variable consideration
should be estimated as
either the expected value
or the most likely amount.
The expected value
approach represents the
sum of probability-weighted
amounts for various possible
outcomes. The most likely
amount represents the most
likely amount in a range

»
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of possible amounts.
Management should
use the approach that it
expects will best predict the
amount of consideration
and it should be applied
consistently throughout
the contract. An entity
can only include variable
consideration in the
transaction price to the
extent that it is highly
probable that a subsequent
change in the estimated
variable consideration will
not result in a significant
revenue reversal. If it is not
appropriate to include all of
the variable consideration
in the transaction price, the
entity should assess whether
it should include part of
the variable consideration.
However, this latter amount
still has to pass the ‘revenue
reversal’ test.
Variable consideration is
wider than simply contingent
consideration as it includes
any amount that is variable
under a contract, such as
performance bonuses or
penalties.
Additionally, an entity
should estimate the
transaction price, taking
into account non-cash
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consideration, consideration
payable to the customer and
the time value of money
if a significant financing
component is present. The
latter is not required if
the time period between
the transfer of goods or
services and payment is
less than one year. In some
cases, it will be clear that
a significant financing
component exists due to the
terms of the arrangement.
In other cases, it could
be difficult to determine
whether a significant
financing component
exists. This is likely to be
the case where there are
long-term arrangements
with multiple performance

obligations such that goods
or services are delivered
and cash payments
received throughout the
arrangement. For example,
if an advance payment
is required for business
purposes to obtain a
longer-term contract, then
the entity may conclude
that a significant financing
obligation does not exist.
If an entity anticipates
that it may ultimately
accept an amount lower
than that initially promised
in the contract due to, for
example, past experience
of discounts given, then
revenue would be estimated
at the lower amount with the
collectability of that lower
amount being assessed.
Subsequently, if revenue
already recognised is not
collectable, impairment
losses should be taken to
profit or loss.
Step four requires the
allocation of the transaction
price to the separate
performance obligations.
The allocation is based
on the relative standalone
selling prices of the goods
or services promised and
is made at inception of the
contract. It is not adjusted
to reflect subsequent
changes in the standalone
selling prices of those goods
or services.
The best evidence
of standalone selling
price is the observable
price of a good or
service when the
entity sells that
good or service
separately. If that
is not available,
an estimate is
made by using
an approach that
maximises the use
of observable inputs
– for example, expected
cost plus an appropriate
margin or the assessment
of market prices for similar
goods or services adjusted

CPD
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www.accaglobal.com/abcpd

for entity-specific costs
and margins or in limited
circumstances a residual
approach. The residual
approach is different from
the residual method that
is used currently by some
entities, such as software
companies.
When a contract contains
more than one distinct
performance obligation,
an entity allocates the
transaction price to each
distinct performance
obligation on the basis of
the standalone selling price.
Where the transaction
price includes a variable
amount and discounts,
consideration needs to be
given as to whether these
amounts relate to all or
only some of the
performance
obligations
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in the contract. Discounts
and variable consideration
will typically be allocated
proportionately to all of the
performance obligations
in the contract. However,
if certain conditions are
met, they can be allocated
to one or more separate
performance obligations.
This will be a major
practical issue as it
may require a separate
calculation and allocation
exercise to be performed
for each contract. A
mobile telephone contract
typically bundles together
the handset and network
connection. IFRS 15 will
require their separation.
Step five requires revenue
to be recognised as each
performance obligation is
satisfied. This differs from
IAS 18 where, for example,
revenue in respect of
goods is recognised when
the significant risks and
rewards of ownership of the
goods are transferred to the
customer. An entity satisfies
a performance obligation
by transferring control of a
promised good or service to
the customer, which could
occur over time or at a point
in time. The definition of
control includes the ability
to prevent others from
directing the use of and
obtaining the benefits from
the asset. A performance
obligation is satisfied at a
point in time unless it meets
one of the following criteria,
in which case, it is deemed
to be satisfied over time:
1 The customer
simultaneously receives
and consumes the
benefits provided by the
entity’s performance as
the entity performs.
2 The entity’s performance
creates or enhances an
asset that the customer
controls as the asset is
created or enhanced.
3 The entity’s performance
does not create an asset

with an alternative use
to the entity and the
entity has an enforceable
right to payment for
performance completed
to date.
Revenue is recognised in
line with the pattern of
transfer. Whether an entity
recognises revenue over
the period during which it
manufactures a product or
on delivery to the customer
will depend on the specific
terms of the contract.
If an entity does not
satisfy its performance
obligation over time, it
satisfies it at a point in
time and revenue will be
recognised when control is
passed at that point in time.
Factors that may indicate
the passing of control
include the present right
to payment for the asset or
the customer has legal title
to the asset or the entity
has transferred physical
possession of the asset.
As a consequence of the
above, the timing of revenue
recognition may change
for some point-in-time
transactions when the new
standard is adopted.
In addition to the five-
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step model, IFRS 15 sets
out how to account for
the incremental costs of
obtaining a contract and
the costs directly related
to fulfilling a contract
and provides guidance to
assist entities in applying
the model to licences,
warranties, rights of return,
principal-versus-agent
considerations, options for
additional goods or services
and breakage.
IFRS 15 is a significant
change from IAS 18,
Revenue, and even though
it provides more detailed
application guidance,
judgment will be required
in applying it because the
use of estimates is more
prevalent. ■
Graham Holt is director of
professional studies at the
accounting, finance and
economics department at
Manchester Metropolitan
University Business School
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

For the first of this
two-part series, go to
www.accaglobal.
com/ab126
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Audit changes start to bite
Discussions on audit reform in Europe have finally come to an end and the challenge
now is keeping up with the requirements, says ACCA’s Sue Almond
It may feel like audit reform
has been batted around
the debating chambers
of Europe and elsewhere
constantly since the global
financial crisis. However,
in Europe at least, we
have finally arrived at
our new steady state of
regulation. The time for
talking has passed, the
focus is now on tackling
the practical challenges of
implementation.
For multinational
corporations with operations
in a range of jurisdictions,
one challenge may simply
be staying abreast of the
detailed requirements of
local audit and corporate
governance regimes. Under
the EU’s new rules, for
example, listed companies
in Europe will have to rotate
their auditors every 10
years, unless they put the
audit out to tender (when a

further 10-year appointment
can be made – or 14 years
for joint auditors).
In the UK, however, FTSE
350 companies are already
required to put their audit
out to tender, though not
necessarily rotate, every 10
years. The Netherlands has
also moved slightly apart
from the EU pack, requiring
auditor rotation every eight
years. Such requirements
could be considered
relatively moderate, given
Argentina’s recently
introduced requirement for
mandatory firm rotation
every three years.
This is not purely a
‘multinational’ concern
– even relatively simple
listed businesses can have
overseas subsidiaries and
will have to comply with the
different local regulations.
Despite such compliance
challenges, those in charge

of auditor appointments in
the world’s major companies
must try to avoid too
process-driven an approach.
Yes, regulations must be
complied with, but the focus
should be on achieving value
from the audit – in terms
of quality and expertise,
not just price. We would
expect this from good
governance in any aspect of
corporate activity. The role
of audit committees will
be crucial. Regulators have
considerable expectations of
audit committees and their
ability to appoint, monitor
and potentially replace
the external auditors. How
effective audit committees
show themselves to be
as champions of audit
quality will be observed
by regulators, institutional
investors and all other
stakeholders with an interest
in good corporate governance.

There are, of course,
repercussions for audit
firms as well. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that
audit tendering in the
UK has increased sixfold.
This will inevitably create
a substantial planning
challenge for audit firms.
Audit tendering is an
expensive process, so it
will be interesting to see
how selective the firms are
in the tenders they pursue
– and the extent to which
mid-sized firms are able
to compete and win new
work. Once new auditors
are appointed, firms will
need to get up to speed fast;
there are mixed views on
the risks in the early period
of a new auditor’s tenure
(when insight and knowledge
is lowest, but equally
when there may be more
opportunity to challenge
existing practice).
Patience is needed as we
assess the impact of new
audit regulations. Achieving
a significant change in
the profile of the audit
market – specifically greater
involvement of non-Big
Four firms in the largest
listed company sector – will
take time. Audit tendering
is periodic, and only a
proportion of audits can be
expected to be awarded to
new firms in any one year.
So while there may be huge
activity going on now within
audit committees and audit
firms, we may have to wait
10, 15 or even 20 years
before judging the success
or otherwise of the new audit
regimes being introduced. ■
Sue Almond is external
affairs director at ACCA
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World needs a new deal on tax
The politicisation of tax and the lack of clarity in what can be highly complex regulations
make a new approach essential, says ACCA’s Chas Roy-Chowdhury

The issue of how to
tax companies so that
they contribute fairly
to the economies they
operate in, but are also
enabled to thrive, is an
international one. The
joint G20/Organisation
for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD)
work on base erosion and
profit sharing illustrates
how seriously the matter is
being taken. Governments
and tax authorities around
the world need revenues
from businesses to help
meet public funding
needs in the wake of the
global financial crisis. At
the same time, changing
business practices –
particularly globalisation
and an increasingly digital
economy – challenge the
workability of tax rules
formulated at a time when
profit generation always
required some form of
physical presence.
For their part,
corporate tax functions
face conflicting pressures.
Company directors
have a fiduciary duty to
minimise business costs,
including tax payments.
Not to do so could put their
business at a competitive
disadvantage and reduce

returns to shareholders.
However, they must also
navigate often complex and
unclear tax regulations,
as well as address
community concerns about
multinational tax avoidance.
Such challenges are
highlighted in ACCA’s paper,
Global policy on taxation of
companies: principles and
practices. It also notes
how public perception of
the contribution made by
businesses to society often
overlooks the wider benefits
of economic activity (such
as employment) and the role
that companies play in tax
administration (for example,
by collecting employment
and consumption taxes on
the government’s behalf).
Given this complex
landscape, ACCA has
framed a set of principles
for its approach to policy
on corporate tax and in
contributing to the global
debate. For example, ACCA
believes that companies
should not pursue
aggressive tax avoidance
– completely artificial
arrangements with no clear
purpose other than to avoid
tax. While companies have
a commercial imperative
to minimise costs, they
need to consider the wider

impacts of tax policies and
recognise that certain legal
approaches will be seen by
some as unethical.
Greater transparency on
tax treatment and how tax
decisions are made would,
in ACCA’s view, enhance
corporate reputation and
help a wider range of
stakeholders to understand
the issues and complexities
around business tax. This
could include more or better
disclosure.
Professional accountants
are clearly involved in
the business tax debate.
ACCA’s principles lay down
that accountants have a
duty to advise clients and
employers on all options
for maximising profits,
recognising that taxpayers
have no obligation to
pay tax beyond the legal
requirements. However,
accountants also have a
clear duty to advise on
technical and reputational
risks associated with tax
approaches, including
ethical dimensions.
ACCA is also calling
for clearer and simpler

tax laws that reflect
society’s desired ethical
framework. Tax laws need
to be made fit for purpose,
especially in relation to
emerging business models
– globalised operations
and digital transactions.
Taxpayers’ rights must
be recognised and
balance achieved between
potentially competing
interests.
As for policymakers,
ACCA suggests that a new
approach to company
taxation may be required.
The question needs to be
asked whether the current
corporate tax model is
workable in the new global
environment. We may need
to look for alternative ways
to tax business activity.
Jurisdictions cannot
work alone to address
these issues. Coordinated
international action is
essential if we are to
achieve substantive and
viable solutions to the
corporate tax challenge. ■
Chas Roy-Chowdhury is
head of tax at ACCA
For more information:

You can find Global policy on taxation of companies:
principles and practices at www.accaglobal.com/ab110
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Courting confidence
Confidence accounting uses probability distributions to represent
a range of outcomes. John Davies explains
The dramatic changes in
corporate value we saw
during the financial crisis
serve as a reminder that
the accounting information
currently contained in
financial statements does
not, and cannot aspire
to, represent economic
realities with absolute
certainty.
Though figures are
largely arrived at through
standardised methodologies,
they are also conditioned by
the particular accounting
policies adopted by

have with the figures
they are including. While
companies may be perfectly
justified, on technical
grounds, in reporting certain
figures, the absolute figures
may be based on estimates
shrouded with uncertainty.
Even where fair values
are adopted as a basis of
measurement of assets and
liabilities, this cannot be a
guarantee that figures are
entirely accurate. And as the
financial crisis has shown,
business circumstances
can change so dramatically

to acknowledge the state
of uncertainty and enhance
readers’ understanding
by presenting an idea of
the likelihood of reliability.
The approach would serve
the additional purpose of
reflecting the entity’s focus
on risk by incorporating
a direct association with
management of risk.

Better boards
As well as enhancing the
understanding of end users,
confidence accounting may
also better equip boards of

▌▌▌attributing a single, precise number in the
accounts to assets and liabilities implies more
accuracy than may be possible or justified
preparers and are the
product of various
assumptions, estimates and
forecasts. Judgments are
made in the context of an
understanding of business
and market circumstances,
which entails an element
of subjectivity. It is also
implicit in benchmarks
such as ‘true and fair’ and
‘fair presentation’ that
users of accounts can only
expect an assurance that
they comply with technical
rules and incorporate
reasonable judgments;
International Financial
Reporting Standards and
other frameworks can only
go so far.
It is to address this
fundamental issue of
uncertainty that the concept
of confidence accounting
is being developed. This
identifies the degree of
confidence that preparers
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that assumptions thought
reasonable can lead to
figures becoming wholly
misleading within a very
short time.

Degree of certainty
Confidence accounting is an
approach to measuring the
degree of certainty of values
in financial statements.
This was set out in a paper
by Michael Mainelli FCCA
and co-published by ACCA,
the Chartered Institute for
Securities & Investment
and Long Finance. He
suggested that attributing
a single, precise number to
assets and liabilities implied
more accuracy than may
be possible or justified,
and proposed the use of
probability distributions
to represent a range of
outcomes for specific items.
The addition of probability
distributions would serve

directors, and in particular
audit committees, to fulfil
their own responsibilities.
Emphasis is increasingly
being placed by regulators
on the comprehensibility
of reported information,
a good example being the
UK Corporate Governance
Code’s recent demand
that the contents of
annual reports must
be ‘fair, balanced and
understandable’. Audit
committees are expected
to play a pivotal role in
ensuring that this test
of comprehensibility is
satisfied.
This particular
application of the concept of
confidence accounting is the
focus of a new paper shortly
to be published by ACCA,
written by Adrian Berendt,
chair of ACCA’s Global
Forum for Governance, Risk
and Performance.

The paper discusses
how confidence accounting
could enhance reporting
quality and thereby help
to meet the obligations
of boards and their audit
committees. It suggests that
management could submit
a narrative spelling out the
range of uncertainty that it
feels reasonable to attach
to figures in draft accounts.
These could vary depending
on circumstances and the
type of assets and liabilities
involved.
For example, the degree
of certainty attached to the
figures for the company’s
holdings in cash and
government bonds could
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be recorded as being very
high, while cashflows from
a high-risk investment
might be given a much
wider probability range.
This could form a workable
basis for the committee
to review the reporting
process and to satisfy
itself as to whether the
accounts and annual report
provide a ‘fair, balanced and
understandable’ picture.
Apart from the potential
usefulness of the concept
generally, there are a
number of specific practical
reasons why confidence
accounting could prove
useful to committee
members. For example:

members will
* Committee
not typically be experts in
accounting or auditing.
The level of management
confidence could be a
driver of engagement.
The inclusion of
probability information
would align the reporting
process with the oversight
of risk management
arrangements.
A discussion of
probabilities may
engender the adoption of
more prudent judgments.
Confidence accounting
does not purport to usurp
or undermine the place
of financial accounting
information but seeks

*
*

*
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to add meaning to the
figures. While still at an
early stage, it appears
to offer real potential for
enhancing the credibility
and understandability of
accounts and reports,
so enhancing the
position of users.
Audit committees
are just one of the
stakeholder groups
who can benefit. ■
John Davies FCIS is former
head of technical at ACCA
FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Confidence accounting: a proposal is available at
www.accaglobal.com/ab96
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Technical update
A monthly round-up of the latest developments in financial reporting, audit, taxation and
legislation from the IASB, IFAC, the European Union, the OECD and elsewhere
FINANCIAL REPORTING
Carbon accounting
for SMEs

As highlighted last month,
Factsheet 190, Carbon
accounts for small businesses,
highlights the options
available for businesses
setting up and operating
carbon accounting, and
considers reporting and
taxation opportunities.
The factsheet
concentrates on a simple
form of carbon accounting
that is suited to entities
with turnovers up to,
say, £7m. This includes
companies of all types –
charities, partnerships and
sole traders.
The factsheet provides
guidance for small
businesses about setting
up and operating carbon
accounting.
The factsheet offers nine
steps for SMEs considering
green accounting:
1 Set the relevant business
objectives.
2 Determine whether
the whole business or
just parts of it will be
included.
3 Identify the business
activities that are
responsible for
greenhouse gas
emissions and (after
preliminary investigation)
those to be accounted for.
4 Decide on the start
and periodicity of data
acquisition.
5 Set up appropriate
systems for data capture,
processing and reporting.
6 Collect primary data
for the base period and
convert it to its carbon
dioxide equivalents.
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7 Evaluate the outcome and
decide future emissions
reduction targets.
8 Take steps to achieve the
targets.
9 Monitor progress by
evaluating later outcomes
against the base period.
The factsheet can also be
used as an introduction
to carbon accounting for
larger businesses, or as an
introduction to environmental
management and reporting
more generally.
Reporting can extend to
sustainability reports and
integrated reports that try
to present a wider picture
of the contribution that a
business makes to achieving
society’s long-term aims.
The factsheet can be
found at www.accaglobal.
com/advisory

IAS 12: Income taxes

The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) has
proposed amendments to
IAS 12, Income Taxes. The
proposed amendments seek
to clarify how to account
for deferred tax assets
related to debt instruments
measured at fair value.
The exposure draft is
open for comments until 18
December 2014.
The consultation can
be found at tinyurl.com/
IAS12-ED

Public sector: other
entities reporting

The International Public
Sector Accounting Standards
Board (IPSASB) has issued
for comment a consultation
on the applicability of
IPSASs to government
business enterprises and
other public sector entities. It

has asked for comments by
31 December.
The consultation
highlights that IPSASs are
not designed or developed
for government business
enterprises (GBEs). It
highlights that GBEs are
generally commercially
oriented entities that can
have a significant impact
on a government’s financial
performance and financial
position but that some
entities do not meet the
IPSASB definition of a
GBE, while others fall
within the definition or an
interpretation of it.
In response to the
potential confusion, IPSASB
states it ‘has developed two
approaches to communicate
its view of the entities to
which IPSASs apply. Under
the first approach, the
IPSASB would describe the
characteristics of public
sector entities for which
IPSASs are intended...
Under the second approach,
the definition of a GBE
would be retained.’
The board is seeking
views on the best approach.
You can find out more at
tinyurl.com/IPSASconsult
Glenn Collins, head of
technical advisory, ACCA UK

OECD
FIVE GOVERNMENTS
MUST DO BETTER

The Organisation for
Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD)
has concluded that five
jurisdictions need to improve
their tax information
exchange standards.
The five are Andorra,

Anguilla (a UK dependent
territory), Antigua &
Barbuda, Indonesia and
Saint Lucia.
The OECD’s Global
Forum on Transparency and
Exchange of Information
for Tax Purposes said these
jurisdictions were only
‘partially compliant’ with its
standards.
Chile, Macedonia,
Montserrat and St Kitts
& Nevis were ‘largely
compliant’, and Mexico was
‘compliant’.
More at www.oecd.org/
tax/transparency

EUROPEAN UNION
the EFFECTIVENESS
OF IFRS

Accountants across the
European Union have
been asked to consider
the benefits and problems
caused by the introduction
of International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS)
for listed companies in the
EU since 2002.
The European
Commission is staging a
public consultation that
ends on 31 October to help
it assess the effectiveness
of the EU’s IAS regulation
1606/2002.
A Brussels note said that
the commission wanted
to assess the effects of
IFRS, how far they have met
the IAS regulation’s initial
objectives, whether these
goals are still relevant, and
any areas for improvement.
It has issued a detailed
questionnaire, which
includes questions such
as whether accountants
are aware of significant
differences in enforcement
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between EU countries and
whether these hinder IFRS
usage or financial statement
analysis.
It also probes the
effectiveness of the
European Securities and
Markets Authority (ESMA),
which coordinates national
regulators policing IFRS
compliance.
More at tinyurl.com/
IFRSinEU

CUSTOMS DATA REFORM

The European Commission
has launched a strategy that
aims to improve the quality
of available customs data
across the European Union
by reforming IT, legislative
and procedural systems.
The objective is to boost
the sharing of information,
especially between customs
organisations in the EU – for
instance streamlining the
processing of declaration
summaries.
More at tinyurl.com/
EU-customs

GUIDANCE ON
TELECOMS VAT

Guidance helping
accountants to pinpoint
the place of supply of
telecommunications,
broadcasting and electronic
services under EU VAT law
has been released by the
European Commission in 23
languages.
The move comes as the
commission prepares to
extend the EU’s VAT onetime registration scheme,
called its ‘mini one-stop
shop’, to the telecoms and
broadcasting sector in 2015.
The English version can
be found at tinyurl.com/
EU-telecoms-vat

CONTROLS ON EU
SPENDING

The latest European
Commission annual report
on EU anti-fraud measures
warns that member states
may be doing too little to

FARM ACCOUNTING DATA
The European Commission has amended European Union rules on establishing a
network for collecting accountancy data on farm incomes and businesses, used to
assess grants and subsidies.
The changes include new rules for selecting statistically representative holdings,
fixing reference periods and methods for classifying farms, and how to collect and
group accountancy data.
See tinyurl.com/EUfarmdata

detect EU-related financial
crime.
Brussels’ 2013 Report
on the Protection of the EU’s
Financial Interests noted
that some member states
reported ‘very low numbers
of fraudulent irregularities’.
For instance, the major
regional development funds,
and the Spanish, Irish,
Danes and Dutch reported
no frauds during 2013.
As a result, the
commission recommended

that member states
‘strengthen their work
on detecting and/or
reporting fraud’.
More at tinyurl.com/
EU-antifraud2013

SINGLE EURO
PAYMENTS AREA

The European Union’s
Single Euro Payments
Area (SEPA) came into
force on 1 August for
eurozone countries. SEPA
lays down that financial

transfers, direct debits
and payments between
EU member states must
be as easy and fast as
the equivalent domestic
transactions.
The SEPA rules will
apply to euro-denominated
transactions in non-eurozone
EU countries from 30
October 2016.
More at tinyurl.com/
SEPA-faqs ■
Keith Nuthall, journalist
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Rotation and evolution
President and CEO of the IIA Richard F Chambers considers the role of audit
leadership and the pros and cons of rotational internal audit assignments
There is mounting
evidence that heads
of internal audit
increasingly are coming
from outside the ranks of
internal audit. According
to the Institute of
Internal Auditors’ (IIA)
Audit Executive Center’s
annual global Pulse of
the profession survey,
48% of heads of audit/
chief audit executives
(CAEs) held a position
outside internal audit
immediately prior to
assuming their current
role. While it is likely
many have prior internal
audit experience, it
is notable that such
a large percentage
report that their most
recent organisational
assignment was outside
the profession.
The changing face of
audit leadership raises
considerations about
the risks and benefits
associated with CAEs
having career paths
mainly outside of internal
audit. Here, we need to
look at how the profession
has changed over the
years and the factors
that may have led us to
this possibly evolutionary
inflection point.
One key factor is
the growing practice
of rotating those with
executive potential
through internal audit.
This seems logical and
reasonable; diverse work
experiences can make for
better leaders. Exposing
future organisational
leaders to internal audit
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affords them the opportunity
to gain intimate knowledge
of various business units as
well as a broad view of the
organisation, its challenges,
risks and opportunities.
Critical thinking and
analytical skills can also
be developed and refined
during a meaningful stint in
internal audit.

The experience gap
However, concerns arise
when individuals with little
to no previous internal
audit experience lead the
function. Beyond obvious
questions about skillsets,
there are considerations
about independence,
objectivity, bias and
adherence to certain key
professional tenets, as well
as conformance to a wellvetted, globally embraced set
of standards.
Management and boards
rely on the CAE’s experience
for professionalism,
adherence to standards,
adequacy of processes to
support observations and
conclusions, and mitigation
of the risks to objectivity. A
solid CAE must understand
business objectives, the
risks and challenges to those
goals, and the controls,
policies and practices to
mitigate those risks. He or
she must possess the skills
to develop effective riskbased audit plans, assure
compliance, craft audits
that get to the root causes,
and clearly communicate
recommendations to improve
the business.
These skills can take
years to develop and may

not necessarily be present
in a novice internal audit
leader, even one who has
shown success and ability in
other organisational areas. A
strong audit staff can help,
but only if the rotational
CAE knows how to leverage
and learn from that staff’s
experiences.
Audit’s evolving role could
further compound the risks.
Defining the role has become
particularly challenging after
one of the most volatile
decades in corporate finance
history. Internal audit leaders
have had to adapt quickly
to profound changes. Deft
navigation through this
period has produced a new
crop of highly talented and
seasoned CAEs who have
shattered historically limiting
stereotypes.
The challenge is for
CAEs to expand their base
of experiences. Having
a broad perspective on
the organisation’s various
functions boosts credibility
– but balancing new and
traditional roles has not
been easy. KPMG’s 2014
Global audit committee
survey suggests a significant
expectation gap may exist.
According to the survey,
80% of respondents believe
internal audit’s role should
extend beyond financial
reporting and controls to
include other key risks –
something the IIA has always
advocated. However, only
50% said internal audit
currently has the skills and
resources to be effective in
that role. I would hypothesise
that maybe more strategic
and selective rotational

assignments could help to
bridge this gap over time.
Two distinguished Korn/
Ferry International partners
and myself identified
essential traits for audit
leadership in the 2010 white
paper License to lead: Seven
personal attributes that
maximise the impact of the
most successful chief audit
executives. Among those
attributes were superior
business acumen and
breadth of experience. These
two traits serve as obvious
benefits that a rotational
model offers for developing a
varied or expanded business
resume. Three other traits
– dynamic communications
skills, excellent grasp of
business risks and a gift
for developing talent – also
can be honed from a career
progression that includes
diversity of experience.

Integrity and courage
The final two attributes,
however, raise questions
about which career path
can best serve to develop
them: unflinching integrity
and ethics, and unwavering
courage. As we wrote,
‘Serving two masters
– the audit committee
and management – while
maintaining the necessary
independence, means an
auditor must walk a fine
line.’ That daily demand on
the internal auditor builds
the necessary integrity and
devotion to ethics to face
tough situations when the
time comes – as it will in
every CAE’s career – to stand
up for what is right, even in
the face of adversity.
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that area. Could that
CAE, consciously or
unconsciously, develop a
blind spot and overlook,
miss or simply ignore
red flags if a future
relationship is in play?

Safeguards
I conclude with some
prudent considerations
and safeguards that can
help if your organisation
decides a rotational
CAE’s perceived benefits
outweigh the risks:
Be mindful of
reporting relationships
and avoid having the
rotating audit leader
report directly to the
area where he or she
previously worked or
expects to return.
Exercise professional
scepticism over risk
assessments around
areas where the audit
leader worked or
expects to return.
Lean towards requiring
that the CAE not
return to their previous
organisational area.
Strive for rotational
assignments of
sufficient duration – for
as long as five or six
years – to lessen the
risk of perceived or
actual reporting bias.
Ultimately, leadership’s
consideration of the
rotational CAE dilemma
must include a healthy
and informed debate
of the risks and
opportunities before
determining its suitability
for an organisation. ■

*

*

*
*

▌▌▌Deft navigation through a volatile decade
has produced a new crop of highly talented
CAEs who have shattered limiting stereotypes
Extreme situations can
bring out the finest examples
of unflinching integrity and
courage under pressure. For
example, Cynthia Cooper,
the former WorldCom vice
president of audit, led a
team that often worked after

hours to avoid scrutiny to
uncover a US$3.8bn fraud.
The challenges and adversity
they had to navigate have
been well chronicled.
Rhetorically, we should
ask ourselves, can the
requisite integrity and

courage hold strong if a
CAE views his or her current
position as a temporary
assignment? For example,
an audit head who plans to
rotate back into operations
may be less inclined to
be critical of work in

Richard F Chambers
is president and CEO
of the Institute of
Internal Auditors
For more information:

www.theiia.org
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An African revolution
Apollo Ekelot FCCA explains how NGOs like ChildFund International in Kenya are
making use of the widespread availability of mobile telephony payment system M-PESA
Maria, who lives in Ololua
in Masai land in Kenya, has
witnessed several changes
in the way she transacts
business since 2008 when
she started using M-PESA.
The mother of two uses
her phone to pay utility
bills, buy groceries, make
loan repayments and keep
savings. Maria is a user
of the mobile telephony
payment system locally
known in Kenya as M-PESA
(M for mobile and PESA,
Swahili for money).
M-PESA is a mobile
money platform where
one can open and operate
a bank account through
a mobile phone via an
M-PESA account without
having to visit a bank or fill
out any forms.
Registered users can
deposit and withdraw cash
at any agent’s booth, with
the payments facilitated by
text messages to and from
a central server, allowing
both user and agent to trust
each other in the financial
transaction. Furthermore,
the recipient will simply
receive a text message
informing them to visit a
Safaricom agent to pick up
their transfer.
Mobile phone usage in
Kenya is 76.9% and mobile
money telephony, especially
M-PESA by Safaricom,
the biggest telephone
service provider in Kenya,
is widespread. Mobile money
transfer subscribers in
Kenya stand at 30.7 million
and 93,689 mobile money
transfer agents operate in
the country.
The use of mobile
telephony has revolutionised
many people’s lives in
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Kenya. As in the case
of Maria above, many
Kenyans perform day-to-day
transactions through mobile
money and enjoy doing so.
It is estimated that a
quarter of Kenya’s GDP
runs through M-PESA, giving
employment to tens of
thousands of Kenyans who
ordinarily would have been
unemployed, through acting
as cashiers at the M-PESA
kiosks spread across the
country. It is common in
Kenya to hear people saying,
‘I will M-PESA you the

finance institutions, which
are expensive and have
limited reach; moreover,
there were always delays
in providing feedback and
accountability for funds.
In other situations,
ChildFund staff took cash
advances, which they
paid to the children. Staff
delivered cash over long
distances, risking loss
through robbery, and cases
of corruption by staff and
delays in accounting for the
advances were common
complications.

Kenya has adopted other
value-added services thanks
to the mobile technology.
Through the Mswari
banking product for M-PESA
customers, ChildFund
encourages the beneficiaries
of its services to save money
(and earn interest), and
also borrow money via their
phones. Many of its clients
do not have bank accounts,
but can get enrolled into
the banking system through
the M-PESA platform, which
allows users to move money
in and out of their accounts,

▌▌▌it is estimated that a quarter of kenya’s
gdp runs through m-pesa, giving employment
to tens of thousands of kenyans
refund for what you spent on
my behalf.’
Non-profit bodies such
as ChildFund International
have taken steps to
adopt mobile telephony
for service delivery,
especially for distributing
cash to beneficiaries and
facilitating the work of
volunteers and the lives
of vulnerable children.
Working with Safaricom
and Standard Chartered
Bank, ChildFund Kenya
has entered into a bulk
cash-transfer agreement
for disbursements to
communities served.
ChildFund Kenya
regularly disburses cash
gifts to individual sponsored
children. These gifts range
from US$5 to a few hundred
dollars every month. Before
M-PESA arrived on the
scene, these cash payments
were handled through micro

The management team
at ChildFund decided to
streamline the monthly cash
disbursement to children
by instituting an efficient
and less costly process with
added value to children
and their families by using
mobile money.
Funds are now disbursed
directly from ChildFund’s
bank account to beneficiaries
via their mobile phones. This
adoption of mobile money
payments has drastically cut
down the turnaround time for
accounting for advances from
three weeks to a maximum
of just one week. ChildFund
Kenya initially spent on
average US$25.18 per year
in direct costs per sponsored
child. This is expected
to drop to about US$15
following the introduction of
this initiative.
With projects all around
the country, ChildFund

and to other M-PESA
accounts, with no charge.
Given the increased
use of mobile telephony in
Kenya, NGOs like ChildFund
can now better communicate
and educate beneficiaries
through initiatives such as
educational text messaging,
disseminating advice on
nutrition, health, hygiene
and sanitation, for example.
This increased contact is
improving the agency’s
ability to demonstrate how
donor resources are being
used to transform lives.
As with all innovations,
there are always challenges.
At M-PESA, there have
been occasional losses
owing to cash being
transferred to the wrong
accounts, tricksters have
posed as agents and there
is inadequate regulation.
While processes are easy
and straightforward, low
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educational levels of some
of the system’s users have
hindered full uptake.
Another hurdle for
M-PESA is Kenya’s telephone
network: it does not yet cover
the entire country. There
is an ongoing discussion
with the telephone service
providers to expand to
remote areas, where some
of the vulnerable children
that ChildFund supports live.
The icing on the cake here
is that telephone companies
are assured of continued
business through the
partnership with ChildFund.
Mobile phone telephony
has the potential to make
a real difference to rural
communities, not only as
a tool for communication,
but as a contributor to
national development.
Non-profit organisations
and businesses are wellequipped to tap into this

potential by integrating
mobile telephony into their
programme delivery.
In a survey of more than
14 African countries, 80%
of small market enterprises
used a mobile phone for
business, and 95% of
small market enterprises
agreed that mobile phones
were important or very
important for their business
operations, according to the
United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development.
By enabling financial
inclusion through the use of
technology, mobile phones
and M-PESA in particular
have greatly changed the
way people in Kenya live
their lives. In the 1980s and
1990s, a typical village in
Kenya would have had only
one piece of technology:
a small shortwave radio
perhaps owned by one
community member, who
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▲ transforming lives

Mobile telephony payment system M-PESA enables financial
transactions to take place without the need for bank accounts
would invite residents to
gather to listen.
These days phones have
reached almost all parts
of Kenya, and tariffs and
costs of handsets have been
dropping, making telephony
affordable for almost
everyone. Mobile phones
often double up as radios
and emergency lighting, too.
The M-PESA system
brings locals peace of mind:
it serves as an overnight
safe, with users depositing
money at one location and
withdrawing at another
after travelling through
dangerous neighbourhoods.
It is also commonly used to

make business payments,
buy airtime (which can be
transferred to other phones),
and send money to friends.
Many persons engaging
in other types of business
have become M-PESA agents
as a sideline: often a grocery
or hardware shop will have a
small kiosk in the corner to
receive and dispense cash
to mobile money clients.
This arrangement helps to
expand the service’s reach.
It is certainly an African
revolution! ■
Apollo Ekelot FCCA
is finance director of
ChildFund (USA) Kenya
For more information:

www.childfund.org/kenya
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Fast-track Global MBA for members
ACCA Singapore and Manchester Business School sign MOU to establish a shorter
study timeframe for ACCA members to gain the school’s Global MBA qualification
ACCA Singapore signed
a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU)
with the Manchester
Business School (MBS)
Singapore campus in July,
with the primary aim of
establishing a priority,
fast-track path for ACCA
members to attain the
MBS Global MBA.
The MoU signing
ceremony was presided
over by ACCA chief
executive, Helen Brand
and MBS’s chief global
officer, Nigel Banister, and
took place immediately
following the grand
opening of MBS Singapore’s
new premises.
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ACCA members who are
interested in embarking on
the MBS Global MBA will
be exempted from three
modules of the programme,
which would normally
comprise 15 modules.
This means that they
will be able to complete the
MBS Global MBA within a
period of 18 to 24 months,
which is six months shorter
than the typical route of
24 to 30 months. ■

► fast-track mba

ACCA chief executive Helen
Brand and Nigel Banister,
chief global officer of
Manchester Business School
at the signing of the MoU

A good MBA cares
for your career
‘The various management practices on the MBA
programme strengthened my effectiveness as
a leader and improved my confidence. I now
communicate with stronger impact with colleagues.
The skills and knowledge are taught in a very relevant
and practical way, so you understand how to apply
them at work to improve your performance.’

Henry Happy Ngabo
financial controller, CARE International

Ranked 7th globally in the QS
Distance Online MBA Rankings 2014

www.accaglobal.com
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ACCA
64 Global MBA Deal
with Manchester
Business School
delivers fast-track
course for members
22 President The
key themes for the
new incumbent will
be ethics and the
accountant, and
improving public
sector efficiency and
effectiveness

8,325

In June 2014 a record
8,325 students
successfully completed
their final ACCA exams.
The sitting saw 190,000
candidates around the
world take more than
330,000 papers, often
online – an additional
53,000 sat computerbased exams.
www.accaglobal.com/
ab127

MOOC doors swing open
Collaboration with FutureLearn and University of Exeter Business
School brings free Discovering Business in Society course for all
ACCA has teamed up with
the University of Exeter
Business School and
online learning platform
FutureLearn to launch
a massive open online
course (MOOC).
The initiative, which is
free and open to anyone in
the world, helps students
understand how to run a
business.
The eight-week
Discovering Business in
Society MOOC offers the
opportunity to learn the
principles of business
to everyone, including
prospective undergraduates,
working professionals and
people looking to return to
work after an absence.
For those interested in
seeking a route to ACCA

membership, the MOOC can
be a starting point.
‘The whole point of this
MOOC is that it is allencompassing,’ said ACCA
executive director – strategy
and development Clare
Minchington (pictured). ‘It

ACCA online
conference

About
ACCA
ACCA is the global
body for professional
accountants.
We aim to offer
business-relevant,
first-choice
qualifications
to people of
application, ability
and ambition around
the world who seek a
rewarding career in
accountancy, finance
and management.
We support our
170,000 members
and 436,000
students throughout
their careers,
providing services
through a network
of 91 offices and
active centres.
www.accaglobal.com
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can be a way for someone
looking to begin their
journey into the finance
profession with ACCA, but
equally it could be useful to
someone seeking to start
a business to get a better
understanding of what’s
involved, or a parent looking
to return to work with a new
set of skills.’
Topics covered include
purpose and types of
business organisation, the
changing world of business,
environmental, economic
and governance issues.
MOOC students who pass
the optional examinations
can claim exemption
from the ACCA F1 paper,
Accountant in Business.
More at tinyurl.com/
MOOC-launch

ACCA has published its integrated report for the
2013/14 financial year. Highlights include the opening
of a Myanmar office, Council meeting in the Middle
East, and the successful conclusion of ACCA’s fouryear strategic plan to become the leading global
professional body in reputation, influence and size.
The report was compiled in accordance with the
International Integrated Reporting Council’s framework.
http://annualreport.accaglobal.com

Corporate culture,
sustainability and global
business service models
were among the issues
discussed at ACCA’s sixth
annual Accounting for
the Future global virtual
conference, which is now
available online.
The four-day event,
which took place between
15 and 18 September,
offered global content in
video and audio webcasts,
which were delivered live
and on-demand.
Experts shared the
latest insights on how
businesses need to adapt
to meet the future needs of
stakeholders, regulators, the
economy and the public.
Visit www.accaglobal.
com/accountingforthefuture
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